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Welcome to Issue 43 of  KiwiFlyer, jam packed with 
holiday reading. It’s also jam packed with some great 
images and includes our annual gallery pages from 
Gavin Conroy. There’s more excellent photography 
in our feature article from Chris Gee, who tagged 
along for a day with our Defence Forces on Exercise 
Southern Katipo in the ‘media’ NH90. Most readers 
will know I’m a keen rotorcraft pilot, and Chris got 
to spend a day in an NH90, not that I’m bitter of  
course... Also aboard were TV and radio crews, and 
well-known aviation journalist Peter Clark. Chris 
commented that it appeared only he and Peter had 
any appreciation of  how privileged they were to be 
sitting there. As you’d expect, he had a marvellous 
time and put together a comprehensive report on this 
significant multi-nation event. 

Another feature of  this issue is an extended essay 
by regular contributor John Nicholson on Aero 
Clubbing. Some time back John and I were discussing 
the aero club scene and particularly the GA versus 
LSA debate. John said he might do some research 
on that and put an article together along with some 
history of  ‘aero clubbing’ in New Zealand. He sent 
me the finished work just a few weeks ago. I’m very 
sad to say that John passed away on 9th December. 
He had a great love of  writing and of  aviation, and 
that always showed through in his writing style. I’ve 
put a few notes together for John, later in this issue 
alongside the article. Farewell to an aviation friend.

There’s quite a lot of  autogyro content in this 
issue. In fact they are becoming more and more 
mainstream and perhaps it’s nearly even time to put 
one on the cover. There’s been movement among 
distributorships, with one changing ‘hands’ and 
three more types arriving over the next six months. 
There’s also much more training taking place by 
private providers and most recently Dargaville Aero 
Club – probably the first to formally incorporate gyro 
instruction into their club operations.

Christmas is upon us, along with the summer holiday 
season and all the good things that brings. All I want 
from Santa is a bit more free time with which to 
indulge myself  in recreational aviation. Here’s hoping.

Lastly it remains to sincerely thank all of  our 
advertisers who support KiwiFlyer so loyally, and to 
thank our contributors who make the publication 
enjoyable for me to put together and for all of  us to 
read. From all of  us at KiwiFlyer, have a very Happy 
Christmas and a safe and restful holiday season.

Michael Norton
Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine

From the Editor

Front Cover: A trio of Pitts Specials photographed by 
Gavin Conroy during the South Island Akrofest.
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Southern Katipo 2015 
Our NZ Devence Forces recently conducted a 
major multi-national exercise at the top of  the 
South Island and invited us along for a day.

Aerosport’s New AirCentre 
An exciting recreational aviation development is 
taking place near Hamilton.
  
The South Island Akrofest 
Andrew Love wanted to celebrate the Pitts’ 
70th birthday and put together an ‘Akrofest’ for 
aerobatic enthusiasts in the South Island.
 
Aircraft Passenger Legal Liability Insurance  
Bill Beard from Avsure explains an important 
technicality of  insurance particularly for tourism 
operators.

Gyro Training at Dargaville Aero Club
Already one of  our most progressive aero clubs, 
Dargaville have just added gyro training to their 
mix - likely the first aero club to do so.

All New Foxbat A32 Available
The very popular Foxbat A22 has received 
something of  an all-over treatment with the 
launch of  the new Foxbat A32..

Gavin Conroy’s 2015 Gallery 
Gavin had another great year and shares the 
highlights on these pages.

Become Enlightened: Fly a Gyro
Gyrate Auckland celebrates its first year of  
operation at Parakai with a new distributorship.

Aero Clubbing 
John Nicolson writes of  the history of  Aero 
Clubs and the often vigorous GA/LSA debate.

En-route: Coromandel Cruising
Nick Ashley continues his series of  scenic 
airborne touring, this time to Coromandel.

The Joy of Wave Flying
In 1964 John Day flew his glider to 30,000 feet. 
Jill McCaw uncovered his story of  the flight.

Stall Turns and Hammerheads 
Another instalment from our aerobatic expert 
Grant Benns. Don’t try this without some help.

An interview with Paul McSweeny 
Paul McSweeny and his team are responsible for 
several of  our most loved warbirds. Jill McCaw 
spoke to Paul about his work.

Event Guide
ZK Review
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New AS350 Bike Racks
The Helicopter Concept’s new 

Eurocopter AS350 Bike Racks have been 
developed in conjunction with two of  New 
Zealand’s most experienced commercial 
helicopter operators. 

The racks have been developed to 
ensure that mountain bikes are flown safely, 
securely and will not be damaged (the bikes 
don’t touch each other) during the flight 
into our awesome backcountry tracks. 
The racks are able to be easily installed 
and removed by the pilot in less than one 
minute per side. The racks are only 27kg 
per side, can take up to a 29 inch wheel 
diameter and have a VNE of  115 kts. 
These market-leading racks are fully CAA 
STC approved (STC14/21E/8). If  you 
have an AS350 series helicopter and want 
to take advantage of  the growing mountain 
biking market in NZ then contact The 
Helicopter Concept (details on page 26).

Free Tickets to Warbirds Over Wanaka
We have several Warbirds Over Wanaka 

Sunday family passes and Sunday adult 
silver passes to hand out to lucky readers 
over the next few months. We’ll draw some 
at the end of  December, January, and 
February. All you need to do is indicate 
your preference for a family pass or single 
adult silver pass, plus tell us about anything 
new or different you’d like to see in the 
magazine. Send an email to michael@
kiwiflyer.co.nz or phone 09 279 9924 and 
we’ll get you into the draw. 

Gavin Conroy’s Latest Book
Gavin Conroy has produced another 

masterful book of  warbird photography, 
just in time for Christmas.

Fighters and Bombers follows on from 
Gavin’s earlier book ‘Precious Metal’. 
Where the first book focused on WWII 
fighter planes that were either restored 
or based in New Zealand, Fighters and 
Bombers contains WWII bombers and 
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includes other aircraft photographed air-to-
air in the USA, Canada, Australia and NZ. 

Along with air-to-air photography, 
images of  the engines, instrument panels 
and other key areas of  the aircraft are 
included. Fighters and Bombers also 
contains text from some of  the best WWII 
display pilots in the world, describing what 
it is like to fly these classic aircraft.

Our copy arrived just before going to 

print. It’s a solid and beautifully presented 
book. You only have to look at Gavin’s 
photos in this issue of  KiwiFlyer to 
imagine how good it is. $70 from leading 
booksellers or visit www.pottonandburton.
co.nz to purchase online.

New Gyro Dealerships
Tony Unwin from Gyrate reports that 

they are now agents for Niki Rotors of  
Bulgaria who manufacture a revolutionary-
looking ‘Lightning’ gyroplane together with 
a more conventional model the ‘Kallithea’. 
He visited the factory with two Engineers 
in September at which time they were 
flying with a 2.6 litre 4 cylinder D Motor, a 
new engine produced in Belgium offering 
95 hp at the same weight as a 912 but for 
less cost. They have since moved on to a 6 
cylinder version giving 125 hp which claims 
better power to weight than a 914. These 
aircraft are flying in Bulgaria and France 
and have started the approval process in 
the USA, Germany and the UK. Tony says 
he has a deposit in place and will test fly 
both models in March. A similar situation 
exists with two new Spanish designs giving 
Gyrate a wide range of  models to replace 
the German Auto-Gyro brand which the 
company has relinquished the agency for – 
although existing clients will continue to be 
fully supported. For more information see 
www.gyrate.co.nz

Flight Design CTLS Leadtime Improves
NZ authorised distributor for the 

complete range of  Flight Design aircraft, 

Tim Harrison of  Sports Aircraft NZ 
Limited, says that shorter delivery times 
are now available from the new Flight 
Design manufacturing facility of  AeroJones 
Aviation. Headquartered in the Central 
Taiwan Science Park, AeroJones Aviation 
Technology Co. Ltd. acquired the rights 
to represent Flight Design in Asia in 2013 
and following transfer of  production 
technology from Europe and the USA, set 
up a joint venture manufacturing facility 
in Xiamen, China. Now production-ready 
having completed four prototypes to the 
satisfaction of  Flight Design’s German 

owners, serial production of  the very 
popular Flight Design CTLS from the new 
plant has commenced. AeroJones also has 
the exclusive rights to represent Cicare in 
Asia. For more information see advert on 
page 51 or www.sportsaircraftnz.com

North Taranaki Aero Club
When the New Plymouth Aero Club 

went into receivership in May 2013, Chris 
Morrison was 25 hours into flight training. 
He eventually completed a PPL in January 
2015 with Hawera Aero Club.

Recently Chris and about 20 New 
Plymouth locals held a meeting and agreed 
to start a new aero club based at Norfolk 
Airfield, focused on providing flying at a 
reasonable cost. 

Attending that meeting were Bryan 
Bedwell (who has provided access to C172 
ELH) and Kevin Wisnewski - owner of  
Norfolk Airfield. Chris says their support, 
and that of  Gareth Semenoff  plus 
encouragement from Hawera Aero Club 
have been much appreciated.

An open day for the new North 
Taranaki Aero Club has been held and 
a recent article in the local paper has 
raised the clubs profile. An instructor and 
second aircraft will be announced soon. A 
Facebook page has been set up. For further 
information contact Chris Morrison on 027 
216 2560 or email ceemorr@hotmail.com



Dr Anton Wiles & Dr Jon Nelson         

- ME 1 (New Zealand)  - Australia (CASA)  
- U.K. and Europe (EASA)  - AME (Canada) 
- United States (FAA) - Fiji

Your Experienced 
Aviation Medical Services Team

CITING the trend for larger operators to establish their own 
maintenance support facilities, Hawker Pacific have restructured 
their Ardmore based operations to focus solely on Aircraft Parts 
and Aircraft Sales activities. There are no changes being made, nor 
impact to any of  the company’s Ohakea based operations which 
provide maintenance support to the RNZAF’s B200 fleet.

The restructure has seen a phasing down of  maintenance activity 
at Ardmore, with formal MRO support services of  avionics, aircraft 
maintenance and component overhaul, all ceasing as of  30th 
November 2015.

Under the leadership of  Martyn Griffiths who takes a new 
role as Hawker Pacific’s NZ Business Development and Sales 
Manager, the company promises a renewed focus on Aircraft Parts 
and Aircraft Sales. An extensive range of  specialist and general 
spare parts stock will continue to be available from Ardmore with 
no change to any of  the numerous distributorships that Hawker 
Pacific hold for the New Zealand market. And the company 
remains strongly backed by its extensive parent network throughout 
Australia and Asia. 

Prior to joining Hawker Pacific in 2011, Martyn spent 12 years 
in Aircraft Sales Management in the UK. In his revised role with 
the company, Martyn is now the first point of  contact for all Bell 
Helicopter, Diamond and Beechcraft sales in New Zealand. The 
last few years have seen demand increasing in the corporate jet 
and helicopter markets, as well as the utility helicopter market for 
which the all new JetRanger X is ideally placed. And Diamond 
aircraft continue to play a dominant role in the modern training 
environment as well as competing strongly at the upper end of  the 
private market.

First point of  contact for all Aircraft Parts requirements 
and support is Joanne Griffiths who brings more than 20 years 
experience in aviation parts and logistics to the role, having held 
senior positions in New Zealand and overseas aviation companies. 

For more information
Martyn can be contacted on 09 295 1630 or 027 808 0094, or 

martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com   Joanne’s contact details are 
09 295 1631, or joanne.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

Hawker Pacific Change 
Focus at Ardmore Base

Now in the late stages of testing and certification, the Bell 505 JetRanger X 
is keenly awaited with orders already placed by NZ customers.

THE advantages of  attaining tertiary 
qualifications as either the foundation for, 
or in support of  a professional career are 
as significant in the aviation idustry as they 
are anywhere else in the modern career 
environment. Aviation industry personnel, 
like those in many other industries, face 
increasing ‘academic inflation’. Senior 
aviation managers and those prospecting 
for such positions are required to 
demonstrate not only technical knowledge 
and expertise, but also advanced aviation 
qualifications and skills.

Within reach
Achieving higher academic qualifications 

no longer requires full-time study, physically 
returning to University, or taking excessive 
time out from employment. Practical 
outcomes from study are valued by 
Universities and it is often the case that 
advanced studies can be integrated with 
existing employment – delivering good 
results for the employer, University and 
student combined.

Neither is it any longer the case that 
aviation studies are a specialist add-on to 
a traditional degree such as engineering 
or commerce. Degrees in aviation exist in 
their own right, with all subjects tailored in 
support of  professional aviation careers.

Aviation at Massey University
Massey University’s aviation degree 

programmes are an innovative combination 
of  practical and academic studies, designed 
to produce aviation professionals who are 
highly regarded in industry.

A recent addition to the portfolio of  

aviation qualifications on offer at Massey 
is the Master of  Aviation – Professional 
Practice degree. 

This new post-graduate degree serves 
those already in industry equally as well as 
those who are commencing their careers. 
For the latter group, the MAv is intended 
as a capstone course for post-graduate 
students embarking on a professional career 
in the aviation industry. And for the former 
group of  mid-career aviation professionals, 
the MAv provides an ideal opportunity to 
add a post-graduate aviation qualification to 
their career portfolio. 

Divided into two parts of  Professional 
Development (Part A) and Practical 
Problem Solving (Part B), the qualification 
culminates in a 60-credit ‘Professional 
Practice in Aviation’ paper.

The MAv (Part B) offers those students 
already immersed in the aviation industry 
the opportunity to investigate a problem or 
situation for their employer as an extension 
of  their normal employment - thus 
benefitting both student and employer.

And as Anke Smith, Manager of  
Business Development and International 
Programmes for Massey’s School of  
Aviation says, the benefits of  undertaking 
higher level tertiary study with a practical 
component go beyond attaining technical 
competence; “A Massey University Master 
of  Aviation will give students the skills 
to work to a high level of  academic 
achievement, work to deadlines under 
pressure and communicate their work 
effectively, all of  which are essential skills 
to work at a senior level in the aviation 
industry.”

Professional Degrees 
in Aviation

Tim Graham graduated with a Massey University 
Bachelor in Aviation Management and Master 
of Aviation (Hon), focusing on Threat and Error 
Management which proved very relevant to his first 
position with CASA as a Research and Analysis 
Officer in the Standards Development Branch. Tim 
is currently the RPAS Standards Support Officer in 
the Flight Operations Standards Branch at CASA, 
in Canberra, Australia. As such Tim is a regulatory 
specialist in regards to RPAS and model aircraft. 
His role involves the development of the regulation 
amendments to CASR 101, writing the Training 
and Licensing Manual of Standards (MOS101) 
and conducting a post implementation review for 
model aircraft, unmanned free balloons, kites, 
fireworks and rockets.

For more information
A Master’s degree is a rigorous and 

challenging academic programme, 
rewarding students with an in-depth 
knowledge of  aviation that will significantly 
enhance international career prospects 
in the very competitive aviation sector. 
Importantly, students studying at Massey 
need not be hindered by their distance from 
campus. Part-time enrolments via distance 
learning are welcome, no matter where a 
student is located globally.  

To find out more, call 0800 MASSEY or 
visit massey.ac.nz/masteraviation 
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Owner & Chief Engineer: David Ives

Heli Maintenance Ltd, Harewood Aviation Park, 4/25 Aviation Drive, PO Box 39144, Christchurch 8051
03 359 1001 or 027 528 5121   info@helimaintenance.com   www.helimaintenance.com

Canterbury’s first and only CAA Part 145
approved helicopter maintenance facility 

We also offer the following local modifications:
   l  Snow Shoes for R44 & MD500   
   l  EC120 Lead Acid Battery Installation   
   l  R22/R44 Pitch Links Repair  
   l  MD500 Collective Lock   
   l  MD500 Hockey Stick Repair

R22 / R44 2200 hour Rebuild Kits, 12 year inspections and helicopter 
refurbishment.  Let us provide a quote for your kit and / or rebuild.

David Ives & Hamish Harman



At fairly short notice a few weeks ago, NZDF 
invited KiwiFlyer to take a media seat on an 
NH90 out of Wellington for the day - to enjoy 
a close-up view of their diverse international 
exercise taking place around the top of the 
South Island, Southern Katipo 2015. It sounded 
exceptionally good to me, but we had some 
family things planned so I asked Chris if he’d 
like to go. I figured he would take better photos 
anyway. Then he went and a couple of days later, 
his photos arrived. Bugger, bugger, bugger. My 
turn next time for sure… Joking aside, these 
exercises are critical for Defence preparedness 
and the generous invitation provided by NZDF 
to media provided for a rare insight into the 
assets and capabilities of our Defence Force and 
international partners. Chris reports: 

IN ORDER for the New Zealand Defence 
Force (NZDF) to be capable of  carrying 
out the tasks expected of  it, realistic 
training must be regularly undertaken. Part 
of  this regime has been the hosting of  
a major international exercise every two 
years since 2011. The real-world scenario 
played out this year, Southern Katipo 
2015 (SK15), brought together multiple 
challenges and required the full gamut 
of  the NZDF’s assets and capabilities. It 
was a truly multi-national operation with 
personnel and assets contributed by eight 
allied nations. The increase in capability 
the NZDF has acquired in recent years 
was obvious, with the NH90 and A109 
Helicopters playing a large role, alongside 
new MHOV Vehicles, and impressive new 
Surgical Role 2 facilities. Modern high level 
allied assets participated, with the USAF 
RQ-4 Global Hawk providing Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) 
for the first time in NZ, along with C-17s 
providing advanced logistics capability. 
SK15 was proof  that the NZDF can lead a 
multi-national Combined Joint Task Force 
(CJTF) in a SASO (Security and Stability 
Operations) mission.

The Scenario
For this exercise, the entire top of  the 

South Island was imagined as being located 
2883 kilometres away from New Zealand, 
somewhere in the South Pacific, with the 
supply chain difficulties associated with its 
isolation also simulated. This new island 
was home to two separate nations: Alpira 
and Becara. SK15 was based on a scenario 

Exercise Southern Katipo 2015

RNZAF

where an economic collapse in Becara leads 
to it becoming a failed state. This brings 
high unemployment, a critical lack of  basic 
services and a collapse of  law and order 
that is exploited by political elements to 
incite ethnic tensions, creating militia style 
groups. The besieged President asks the 
Pacific Forum Nations for help, and New 
Zealand quickly puts together and leads 
the CJTF to tackle a number of  issues. It 
must re-establish law and order in Becara 
and resolve a growing humanitarian crisis 
while creating the conditions needed for 
the resumption of  democratic elections. 
It must fight the growing trans-national 
crime that arises from the breakdown 
of  law and order. Finally the CJTF must 
strengthen existing public service and 
governance structures and promote long-
term sustainable economic development 
and essential services in Becara.

The exercise saw over 2500 military 
personnel deployed either in their 
traditional roles or as ‘actors’ across the top 
of  the South Island, often as heavily armed 
militia members and criminals, or as civilian 
protestors or displaced refugees. The main 
base of  activities was Westport, where the 
NZDF set up a forward operating base 
at the airport. A vast aid-station was set 
up at the Westport racecourse, utilising 
the mobile ‘Role 2’ Surgical and Medical 
facility, along with ‘Karcher’ towed catering 
modules that can provide meals to feed 
2000 people in just two hours.

The towns of  Havelock and Murchison 
became the centres of  some serious civil 
unrest, ethnic assaults and militia activities, 
while the Marlborough Sounds was 
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Captions: 
1: The NH90 is powered by a pair of Rolls-
Royce Turbomeca RTM322-01/9 turboshafts 
producing 2230 shp. 
2. The cockpit of the NH90 is a quantum shift 
from the Hueys, with advanced autopilot, mission 
systems and communications available.  
3. The French light frigate FS Prairial as seen 
from an overhead NH90.  
4. Locals check out what’s going on. 
5. The IDP camp was setup at Titirangi Bay, with 
the only access being by sea. 
6. The multi-role vessel HMNZS Canterbury with 
its LCM Landing Craft. 
7. A Pinzgauer LOV is offloaded by the LCM 
onto the previously secured beach.
8. A JCB High Mobility Engineer Excavator 
vehicle is landed into Titirangi Bay. 
9. Private Kevin Weston performs a simulated 
assault landing from an RHIB for the media.
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inundated with refugees who needed to be 
settled and protected.

The exercise included plenty of  
community engagement with locals 
acting as refugees, many of  whom were 
‘evacuated’ out of  Westport by NZDF 
and the Ministry of  Foreign Affairs and 
Trade on the 4th of  November, when they 
were flown out in a C-130, given lunch and 
then flown home again. The locals really 
got behind the story line of  the exercise, 
offering intelligence to the troops on the 
ground as the situation unfolded. One 
can only imagine that any real criminal 
elements in the area kept a very low profile 
whilst their neighbourhood was patrolled 
by armed soldiers. With the Mayor of  
Westport Gary Howard acting as President 
of  Becara Walter Kaiaheri, the full political 
and legal aspects of  the scenario were 
played out, involving cabinet meetings and 
press conferences. Rules of  Engagement 
needed to be strictly adhered to, with their 
implementation changed uniformly across 
all elements as the situation evolved. 

The exercise officially began on 
November 2nd, but the scenario had 
commenced over a month previously with 
the postponement of  elections, protests 
and riots in Westport in September. Later, 
the Internally Displaced Personnel (IDP) 
camp in the Marlborough Sounds was 
cut off  by a hostile roadblock, and the 
Pacific Island Forum issued the mandate 
that resulted in the creation of  the NZ led 
CJTF, with NZ Government approval for 
the mission given on the 8th of  October. 
Reconnaissance Teams were inserted into 

the area from 19th October. Based out 
of  Ohakea and Burnham, a simultaneous 
air and ground insertion took place, with 
Westport becoming the Forward Operating 
Base, HQ, and evacuation point. 

Commanders dealing with the 
situation had three scenarios played out 
simultaneously. Firstly, a humanitarian 
crisis unfolded, where a minority group 
was isolated and attacked, cut off  by road 
by a hostile roadblock, with a critical 
lack of  clean water and services, along 
with hundreds of  IDPs who were settled 
in a camp near Titirangi Bay. The only 
way to secure and supply the camp was 
by sea. This required an amphibious 
landing based off  the Multi-role Vessel 
HMNZS Canterbury, assisted by the 
Frigate HMNZS Te Kaha and Seasprite 
Helicopter, the Offshore Patrol Vessel 
HMNZS Wellington, along with the French 
Light Frigate FP Prairial and its embarked 
Alouette III Helicopter. On 19 November 
2015, 150 locals and 70 Air Force recruits 
were evacuated from Titirangi Bay to 
Picton on HMNZS Canterbury. Royal New 
Zealand Navy Inshore Patrol Vessels acted 
as assets for the ‘Becaran Police Force’. 

A second element to deal with was The 
Becaran Patriotic Movement, a criminalised 
militia training around Westport and the 
Matakitaki River area near Murchison. Key 
infrastructure such as the power station was 
secured and the rule of  law restored. 

The third area of  civil unrest was 
around Dip Flat, an RNZAF training 
base at the foot of  the St Arnaud 
Range near the Nelson Lakes. Here the 

Highland Militia were engaged with Light 
Armoured Vehicles, LOVs and Australian 
Bushmasters, with MHOVs in support. 
The activity against the Highland Militia 
culminated in a tense assault on Rainbow 
Ski Field. The Opposing Force (OPFOR) 
playing the Becaran Patriotic Movement 
and Highland Militia came from the 1st 
Battalion of  the Royal New Zealand 
Infantry Regiment and some from 16 Field 
Regiment, Royal New Zealand Artillery. 
Refugees were from 16 Field Regiment. 

Next, the exercise entered a ‘transition 
to peace’ phase, where border posts and 
facilities were handed to the Becaran Police 
and the CJTF transitioned to a Regional 
Assistance Mission Becara (RAMB). Open 
days were held for the public to solidify 
community engagement and on the 21st of  
November the eight local iwi held a powhiri 
in Nelson for the CJTF Leadership.

The Combined Joint Task Force
This year the exercise saw a large 

multinational force coming together 
under the command of  Commodore 
John Campbell, Commander of  the CJTF. 
Eight other contributing nations deployed 
with the CJTF, bringing a wealth of  
assets, personnel and expertise otherwise 
unavailable to the NZDF. The Australians 
brought a C130 and a C-17, along with 
an ANZAC Company and Bushmaster 
vehicles, Staff  Officers & experts. Experts 
and Staff  Officers were contributed from 
Canada and the United Kingdom. France 
had its Light Frigate FS Prairial, based out 
of  Tahiti, and a FANC Platoon based out 

   Left: Squadron Leader Ben Pryor is the Medium Utility Helicopter Flight Commander, and was the pilot of ’03’ which acted as the media transport, with 
Squadron Leader Peter Richardson as co-pilot.  Right: The NH90 cabin space is rapidly reconfigurable to carry fully laden soldiers, stretchers and cargo pallets.
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“Life is too short to fly anything less”

is here

GARMIN G3X Touch Screen
GARMIN Autopilot

Ballistic Recovery Parachute
Huge luggage compartment

Exceptional flying quality 
Outstanding comfort

and... GREAT LOOKS !!!

TECNAM AUSTRALASIA LTD
140 De Havilland Lane

Ardmore Airport
Papakura - Auckland

P: 09 298 9144
M: 021 832 626

E: giovanni@tecnam.co.nz

www.tecnam.co.nz

WOW ! The all new

Sample this wonderful and complete aeroplane for yourself ! 
Call Giovanni now to discuss and organise a demo flight anywhere in New Zealand
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Call Liviu: (09) 296 2354 or (09) 268 1199 or 021 048 7055 
e: liviu.filimon@liviuavionics.com

www.liviuavionics.com

For All  Fixed Wing or Rotary
Avionics and Instruments Requirements

l   Repair, Calibration, Tests, new units
l a/c 24 month inspections 
l New installations: Mode S, ADSB, a.o.

Est. 2003
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of  New Caledonia. 
The United States of  America offered 

air support with two C-130s and two C-17s, 
along with the highly anticipated use of  
their RQ-4 GlobalHawk UAV. Operated 
under the New Zealand Search and 
Surveillance Act of  2012, the New Zealand 
government obtained permission to collect 
the images from the landowners involved.  
This year has seen the NZDF working 
with Fiji, for the first time since 1987, who 
took part in the combined Pacific Platoon 
alongside Tonga and Papua New Guinea. 
By all accounts the Fijian soldiers managed 
to find the only two Fijians living in 
Havelock, much to their delight. 

SK15 presented the perfect opportunity 
to practise with the new ANZAC Ready 
Reaction Force, fresh out of  Burnham 
who had only one week together for pre-
deployment training. They were given the 
tasks of  securing Havelock, and protecting 
its Comms Tower, while conducting urban 
patrols and defeating insurgents, alongside 
community engagement. There were 
other non-contributing nations present 
as observers, including a General from 
the Peoples Liberation Army of  China. 
Training with these nations in a real world 
scenario is essential and difficult, with 

each nation employing different languages, 
communications systems and doctrine. To 
help counter communications problems, 
portable elements of  the NZDF’s 
Command and Control system were 
distributed to its allies for the duration of  
the exercise. 

The NZDF and contributing nations 
formed only a part of  the ‘Whole of  
Government’ approach to tackling the 
situation, with many other agencies 
coming together to provide expertise. 
These included the New Zealand Customs 
Service, Ministry of  Foreign Affairs and 
Trade (MFAT), New Zealand Police, 
Ministry of  Primary Industries, New 
Zealand Transport Authority, Immigration 
New Zealand, Ministry of  Health, District 
Health Boards New Zealand and St John 
New Zealand. MFAT was vital in dealing 
with the hordes of  displaced people, 
trapped tourists and the evacuation of  
NZ citizens out of  the war-zone, while 
the Police helped NZDF execute the 
constabulary powers its requires in such a 
crisis. 

Expect the Unexpected
A number of  curve-balls were thrown 

at the Commanders on the ground, both 

from the exercise organisers and from 
operational events and breakdowns. 
Dozens of  refugees turned up early and 
unannounced, with many injured and sick 
amongst them. At one point the Ground 
Commander had his air assets go ‘Red / 
Unavailable’ forcing a last minute change 
of  plan where the planned airborne 
insertion with one platoon became a 
ground movement of  another platoon. 
The threats on the ground turned out to be 
quite different than expected, with a heavy 
use of  IEDs by the militia, who also had 
more firepower, larger numbers and better 
co-ordination than was expected. There 
were some teething problems integrating 
the command and control between each 
nations different elements but over the 
course of  the exercise these issue were 
ironed out. It is these difficulties that make 
these exercises so invaluable, and it is in 
the crisis management of  a very fluidic and 
unpredictable real world situation from 
which the best training is to be gained.

Air Power
Air power was an essential element of  

Southern Katipo 2015. The new Electronic, 
Signals and Communications Intelligence 
(ELINT/SIGINT/COMINT) capabilities 

Australian Bushmasters, built by Thales Australia, 
were used by the ANZAC Ready Reaction Force. 

The NH90’s nose is fitted ‘for but not with’ a 
Forward Looking Infra Red (FLIR) system. Weather 

& Terrain Radar is housed in the chin nacelle.

LAVs were used to engage the Militia units. They 
are armed with a 25mm Chain-Gun, two 7.62mm 
GPMGs and two banks of Grenade Launchers. 

The new MAN/KMW SX/HX Medium Heavy 
Operational Vehicles are a vast improvement on 

the old Unimog trucks.

An Australian solder mans a GPMG on a 
Bushmaster Protected Mobility Vehicle.

One of the Counter - Improvised Explosive Device 
(C-IED) tools in use by the NZDF. 

The Polaris 4x4 ATV is currently undergoing testing 
by the NZDF as part of its recent ‘Battle Lab’.

Seven of the 102 NZDF’s LAVs come equipped 
with an earth moving blade allowing them to be 

used for light engineering tasks.
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of  the post-upgrade P3K2 Orion added a new dimension to the 
Intelligence Surveillance & Reconnaissance (ISR) the platform 
could carry out, monitoring the Militia’s communications and 
emissions while using its Radar and MX-20 EO Turret to monitor 
the disposition of  their forces. Additional ISR was provided by 
the USAF’s unarmed, 737 sized, RQ-4 Globalhawk HALE (High 
Altitude Long Endurance) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, which flew a 
non-stop sortie out of  Guam, supplying highly detailed wide area 
ISR of  the target region from 60,000ft, far above any commercial 
traffic. Heavy use was made of  aircraft for frontline and supply 
logistics, with C-17s and C-130s operated into an austere airfield in 
the case of  Westport, or no airfield at all in the case of  the supply 
drops and paradrops. USAF and RAAF C-17s could lift 70 tonnes 
directly into and out of  theatre, while the six RNZAF, USAF and 
RAAF C-130s provided medium airlift capability up to around 20 
tonnes.  

Since the Royal Marines conducted the first combat air insertion 
by helicopter in 1956 at the Suez Canal, helicopters have become 
the staple tool of  manoeuvre warfare in every almost every 
conflict worldwide. Becara was no exception. The RNZAF’s new 
NH90 Medium Utility Helicopter proved invaluable to the CJTF 
Commander, with three operating out of  Westport, alongside two 
AW109 Light Utility Helicopters. With more NH90s arriving from 
out of  theatre there were at times up to five NH90s at Westport at 
one time, constituting a large portion of  the RNZAF’s fleet. The 
helicopters had their own maintenance and support teams, and a 
Forward Arming and Replenishment Point (FARP) setup using a 
huge 50,000 litre bladder tank.

RNZAF NH90s
The RNZAF’s NH90s are now nearing 

the end of  Operational Testing and 
Evaluation, with the Helicopter Transition 
Unit merged into No.3 Squadron in 
December 2014. The fleet of  eight aircraft 
are at what the RNZAF call ‘Full Capability 
Plus’ stage, with only organic operation 
off  the HMNZS Canterbury and a few 
other capabilities yet to be released to the 
Government. Despite the NH90 being 
in use by a dozen countries throughout 
Europe, Scandinavia and Australia, the 
RNZAF will be the first to reach Full 
Capability across its entire fleet, owing to 
the small size of  our fleet and the fact that 
we came into the program comparatively 
late, allowing much of  the technology to 
mature.

Compared to the now ancient UH-1 
Huey they have replaced, the NH90s carry 
nearly three times as much payload, much 
faster and over a much greater distance. 
A weather and terrain avoidance radar, 
along with NVG (Night Vision Goggle) 
compatibility allow for operations in a 
wider range of  weather conditions. Radar 
Warning Receivers and automated self-
protection systems allow the aircraft to 
operate in a higher threat environment, 
whilst the modern airframe and engine 
offer a much smoother ride than its 
predecessor (This author can vouch for 
that!), lowering crew fatigue. 

The RNZAF NH90s are fitted for, but 
not currently with, the Forward Looking 
Infra-Red turret used by some other 
nations who operate the aircraft. This 

The racecourse in Westport became the centre of 
the aid mission in Becara.  

Helicopter Loadmasters have a wide-ranging 
set of onboard tasks, from managing up to 18 

passengers or underslung loads, to operating the 
GPMG door guns and dual rescue hoists, while 
adding to situational awareness. They are put 
through three months of Basic military training, 

followed by a six month Helicopter Basic Course 
and a four month NH90 Conversion course, with 
medical, aircraft and survival training ongoing.  
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New Zealand is famous for its 
extreme adventure and thrill packed 
experiences but this one tops all of 
them. Now you can undertake a 
‘mission’ in a commercially operated 
ex-military fighter jet – a BAC 167 
Strikemaster Mk88.

Climb on board with our top pilot and 
become a Top Gun at speeds of up 
to 500kph – yes 500kph - and see 
what it’s like to be a combat pilot.

This is not only an iconic piece of 
New Zealand military history, it’s also 
a once in a life-time ride. You’ll depart 
on your flight from Ardmore and then 
live the dream on your choice of two 
missions, the 20 minute Hot Shot 
Mission which includes plenty of 
turning and burning for $2499 or the 
amazing 30 minute Strike Mission 
for $2999 that has everything in 
the Hot Shot mission plus some 
unbelievable low level valley flying.

Live your dream. Contact us now.

technology has matured greatly by now, 
so it is expected our NH90s will receive 
that capability in years to come, along with 
the Helmet Mounted Display. Once this 
capability is in use the NH90 will become 
indispensable in their Search and Rescue 
role, while possibly fulfilling an ISR role 
as well. Fitted with a four-point flotation 
system, the RNZAF’s NH90s are also 
better suited to maritime and over water 
operations. The aircraft is capable of  lifting 
the Army’s 105mm L119 Howitzer and its 
crew and ammunition without breaking 
the weapon down, allowing the weapon to 
come into effect within minutes of  hitting 
the landing zone. 

The NH90 and its capabilities do not 
come without some compromises, however. 
Some doctrinal changes were needed by 
the NZDF to operate these helicopters 
effectively, and this was in evidence during 
SK15. When asked about the major 
differences between deploying the NH90 
vs the UH-1, Exercise Director Colonel 
Martin Dransfield had this to say:

“It really is a two way street… On one 
hand we have a much greater capacity. I 
remember a time in the early days of  the 
Timor Leste intervention, with only one 
UH-1 available at the time, and after a 
Militia unit was spotted it took me hours 
to ship in a platoon using multiple trips in 
the Huey. I could have moved that entire 
platoon with its weapons and supplies 
in one trip with an NH90. On the other 
hand, you could land the UH-1, with its 
skids, literally anywhere. Whereas with the 
wheels of  the NH90 and the extra weight 
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PILOT TRAINING
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R22  -  R44  -  R66
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Type Ratings

Instructor Ratings
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HELI CHARTER
Scenic Flights
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OVERHAULED & PRE-OWNED ROBINSON HELICOPTERS
RHC FACTORY OVERHAULED R44 CLIPPER II WITH AIR-CON / IN STOCK SN:10413 Viper Red with Bright Silver 
Trim, Grey Leather.  Equipped with Pop-Out Floats, Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, KY196A VHF COM, 
King TXP/Encoder, NAT AA12 Audio Panel, Garmin 250 XL GPS with 2nd COM, Kannad 405 ELT, Extra Corrosion 
Protection, Tie Downs, Wheels & Bubble Cover. RHC Limited Warranty. POA

RHC FACTORY OVERHAULED R44 ASTRO WITH HYDRAULICS / DEC 2015 FLY-AWAY SN: 0655 All-over Viper 
Red, Tan Leather.  Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, KY197A VHF COM, King TXP/Encoder, Garmin 250 XL GPS 
with 2nd COM, ELT, Tie Downs, Wheels & Bubble Cover. RHC Limited Warranty. POA

HELIFLITE OVERHAULED R22 BETA II / EST. EARLY 2016 COMPLETION SN: 3779 White with Blue Trim, New 
Leather Interior.  Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, King KY197A VHF COM, Transponder, UHF Radio, Tie Downs, 
Ground Handing Wheels, Bubble Cover, RHC Limited Warranty. Overhauled Engine with Warranty. POA
 
PRE-OWNED 2007 ROBINSON R22 BETA II  S/N: 4120  TT: 1200 Hrs Black with Gold Trim, Tan Leather.  Equipped 
with Cabin Heater /Defogger, Millibar Altimeter, King KY197A VHF Com, New Gamin Transponder with Encoder, ELT 
Kannad 406, New MR Blades TTIS 0 Hrs, New C of A, Fresh 100 Hourly & Ads complied with Tie Downs, Bubble Cover 
& Ground Handling Wheels. Privately Operated, No Damage History. Available Oct ex Bankstown Airport. POA

2013 ROBINSON R44 RAVEN I TT: 550 Hrs (approx) All over Yellow with Black logo, Tan Leather.  Equipped with 
Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, Garmin GTN635 GPS/VHF COM, Garmin GTX327 TXP, Garmin SL40 VHF 
COM, NAT AA12 Audio Panel, ELT 406 Kannad, Directional Gyro, Turn Co-ordinator, Engine Primer, Cabin Heater & 
Defogger, Tie Downs, Ground Handling Wheels & Bubble Cover.  History: One Owner, Based NSW and maintained by 
Heliflite. POA

2001 R44 Raven I. TT 2821 Hours. 12 year due 2025. 2200 hour due 4392 Hrs. Mixed component times. Available now 
at Ardmore. POA

1990 R22 Beta. TT 5529 Hrs. 12 year due 2024. 2200 hour due 6270 hours. A016-6 Blades. Available now at 
Ardmore. POA

2005 ROBINSON R44 CLIPPER II SN:10952 TT: 500 Hrs (approx) Jet Black Metallic, Tan Leather Interior.  Equipped 
with Pop-Out Floats, 4 x Bubble Windows, Tinted Windshield, King KY196A VHF COM, AH, DG, TC, King KT76C TXP, 
Garmin 430 GPS/COM/VOR, Millibar Altimeter, RHC Oil Filter Kit, Rotor Brake, Fuel Bladder Tanks, NAT AA12 Audio 
Controller. VIC Based. POA

LATE 2006 ROBINSON R44 RAVEN I TT: 1200 Hrs (approx)  Navy Blue with White Trim.  Equipped with Fuel Bladder 
System, Tan Velour Seats, Canvas Seat Covers, 4 x Bubble Windows, Tinted Windshield, King KY196A VHF COM, TX 
3200 UHF, King KT76C TXP/Encoder, CD/AM/FM Radio installed, ELT, Cargo Hook, Floor Mats, New Interior Lining, 
Dual Controls, Rotor Brake, Cabin Heater & Defogger, Wheels, Bubble Cover & Tie Downs.  Available immediately.  
Based in QLD. POA

2004 ROBINSON R44 RAVEN I TT: 1440 Hrs (approx)  White with Red Trim ( Astro Paint Schme), Brown Leather.  
Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, Tinted Windshield, King KY197A VHF COM, King KT76C TXP/
Encoder, Garmin 420 GPS/COM, Garmin 196 GPS, AH, DG, Dual Controls, Rotor Brake, Cabin Heater & Defogger, 
Wheels, Extended Bubble Cover. Private owner.  Based in QLD. POA

Captions: 1. The West Coast of the South Island became the centre of the action, becoming the 
troubled nation of Becara.  2. ‘Becara Air Taxis and Scenic Flights’ - Who gave the Engineers spare 
time and a pen?  3. The NZDF’s new Role 2 Surgical Unit facility maintains a positive internal pressure, 
with the air cycling 24 times per hour.  4. A multi-generational leap ahead from the previously fielded 
facility, the new Mobile Role 2 Surgical Unit and its staff provide triage and stabilise casualties for their 
journey back up the line to hospital. 
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you have to be much more careful where 
you put down. You will see at the airport 
in Westport we had to build steel pads to 
operate the NH90 regularly from the same 
spot.”

The NH90 acquisition has proven to 
be a somewhat controversial process. 
Although the RNZAF did not experience 
many of  the problems and controversies 
that plagued other NH90 operators, they 
did run into some delays in delivery and 
a problem with the composite floor and 
ramp becoming damaged too easily. An 
ingenious ‘in-house’ modification provided 
the solution. Also, alterations were made 
to the engine intakes to avoid the ingestion 
of  debris into engines and icing issues were 
addressed. The RNZAF purchased eight 
of  the aircraft, with a ninth fully assembled 
‘attrition’ airframe in storage. It became 
obvious early on that it was much cheaper 
to buy a completed aircraft than it was to 
buy in parts, hence the stored airframe. 

Not surprisingly, there was some 
consternation about the price paid for 
these helicopters, a total of  approximately 
NZ$700 million over the life of  the nine 
aircraft. Whist this figure obviously includes 
many of  the through-life costs typical to 
military acquisition figures, the result is 
still a very large number. At the time the 
decision was made during Phil Goff ’s 
tenure as Defence Minister, many of  the 
alternatives that armchair-pundits now 
say we should have gone with, such as the 
AW149 or UH-60M, were merely un-tested 
designs on paper. In contrast, the NH90 
came with a wealth of  common operator 
support from the twelve nations who have 
placed orders for the aircraft. Many of  
the older designs such as the Black Hawk 
failed to meet NZDF requirements and 
were themselves becoming outdated, which 
would likely have forced modernisation 
further down the track - by which time it 
would have become “really expensive”. 
When the new UH-60M Blackhawk 
was submitted, it was deemed to fail the 
NZDF’s requirements by not being an 
‘in-production’ machine. The Sikorsky S-92 
was only flying in a civilian configuration at 
the time, while other contemporary designs 
such as the AW101 were simply too big to 
meet the NZDF’s needs. 

There is commonly mis-information 
in the mainstream New Zealand media 
surrounding the NH90 helicopter. As an 
example, an NH90 was hit by lightning in 
2013, requiring millions of  dollars worth 
of  repairs to its rotor system. The event 
was twisted into a “look how vulnerable 
and expensive the NH90 is” story, with no 
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Captions: 
1. A large portion of the NH90 fleet took part in 
Southern Katipo SK15.
2. An NH90 refuelling from the Forward Arming 
Refuelling Point (FARP) setup at Westport Airport.

Titirangi Bay where we were given a brief  
on the Refugee Camp, along with the 
NZDF’s impressive mobile infrastructure 
such as water purification and other 
engineering services. Down at the beach 
RNZN Commander Simon Rooke gave us 
a briefing outlining how the amphibious 
landings took place. A small demonstration 
took place for the media where, with the 
French Alouette helicopter on over-watch, 
a pair of  RHIBs and LCMs landed troops 
and vehicles. Amphibious landings on a 
contested beach are no longer a serious 
possibility in modern warfare (the last 
serious one was in 1991 and even then the 
area was well secured beforehand), so the 
NZDF does not train to ‘storm a beach’ 
aka D-Day. Thank goodness for that. 

From Titirangi Bay we flew through 
some incredible terrain to the RNZAF Dip 
Flat facility, where it usually carries out 
its mountain flying and survival training. 
This was the first objective the CJTF took 
from the Highland Militia, and we were 
toured through the assets deployed there 
such an LAV, LOV, MHOV & Bushmaster 
vehicles. After having a good look at the 
LAV, including sitting in the turret and 
driver’s seats, I have much respect for the 
poor crew who spend their days bouncing 
around in that cramped machine despite 
its modernity and fancy suspension. It was 
very interesting sitting in on the briefing 
that LTCOL Eugene Whakahoehoe 
(Commanding Officer - Combined Arms 
Task Group) gave to the visiting military 
VIPs and Observers, learning the inside 
aspect of  the challenges they faced and 
how they dealt with them.

Then it was back onto the helicopter, 

and down to the South Island West Coast 
for a visit to the Airport in Westport, where 
after a quick tour of  the temporary base 
facilities we were driven to the racecourse. 
The step-by-step tour through the new 
Role 2 Surgical Unit was incredible and 
depressing, with the NZDF Doctor giving 
a detailed account of  the triage, surgery 
and recovery process through the unit. 
After exchanges with other nations serving 
in Iraq and Afghanistan he has a large 
amount of  combat trauma experience, the 
gruesome details of  which I won’t repeat 
here... The life and death choices these guys 
have to make on the spot would cause life-
long trauma in and of  itself  I would think.

Time was short so we had to get back 
to the helicopters at the airport in a hurry. 
This was clearly not a concept one of  the 
reporters understood as she demanded we 
all wait while she finished her latte… With 
the drive back to the airport still to make, 
and my flight out of  Wellington rapidly 
approaching, I was certainly relieved to see 
one of  our Loadmasters from the NH90 
approach on foot with a smile on her face. 
“We came to get you, the helicopter is on 
the racecourse… Lets go.” The luxury of  a 
flying taxi! After the flight back across the 
Cook Strait the NZDF Photographer raced 
me over to the terminal and I made the 
flight to Auckland with literally minutes to 
spare. The Airbus was certainly a letdown 
after a day aboard the NH90.
Thanks heaps NZDF.                Chris Gee

My day out in an NH90

1

2

Media on the march - across the tarmac at Wellington Airport to a waiting NH90.

AS PER what seems to be standard 
NZDF practice, the media release for the 
SK15 Media Day came out only a few days 
before the event which saw a scramble 
to arrange the logistics and flights to get 
to the Rongotai Air Movements Base in 
Wellington by the designated 6.30am start 
time. Unfortunately there was only one 
seat left on the NH90 that was to carry 
the media, so in typical stoic fashion your 
KiwiFlyer Editor offered up a seat he 
would certainly have liked to have himself, 
to allow this very grateful author aboard 
to document the exercise. The NZDF’s 
Media team has been largely civilianised 
for many years now, with our escort being 
a civilian employee, along with a Defence 
Force photographer and PR representative. 
The ten seats available to media were 
occupied by this author, a TV3 Film crew 
and presenter, a Fairfax reporter, a reporter 
from Radio New Zealand and well known 
aviation journalist Peter Clark. It seemed 
that maybe only Peter and myself  fully 
appreciated the honour of  having an NH90 
as our taxi for the day...

After a short safety brief, the helicopter 
arrived at the RNZAF base at Wellington 
Airport, and off  we went, with life jackets 
on for the Cook Strait crossing to RNZAF 
Base Woodbourne. There we were given 
an in-depth presentation by Lead Exercise 
Planner Colonel Martin Dransfield, who 
explained in detail the scenario that had 
unfolded. From there, we met up with 
twenty or so local and foreign military, 
industry and government department 
observers, and were loaded into a fleet of  
three NH90s. 

From Woodbourne we headed to 

Wherever Defence Forces are engaged, whether in conflict, humanitarian, or rescue roles, media are 
likely to be present and providing communication back to citizens concerning whatever might be taking 
place. It is essential that military personnel are comfortable in the role of media handling – including 
keeping media safe when required and avoiding any loss of operational security in the process. Thus it 
came to be that media handling formed a part of the training regime during Southern Katipo 2015. No 
doubt it was also an opportunity for some potentially good PR too.
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mention at all made that a similar lightning 
strike to most other helicopters, including 
the UH-1, would likely have resulted in 
loss of  life. Albeit damaged, the NH90 
stayed in one piece and returned to base 
with its systems still working and its crew 
unharmed. And the operational safety 
provided by the NH90 systems including 
weather and terrain radar is especially 
valuable in the NZ flying environment.

World-class abilities
The proliferation of  cheap heavy 

weapons amongst insurgencies around 
the world, in particular Anti-Tank Guided 
Missiles, Man-portable surface to air 
weapons, along with ingenious IED’s and 
triggering solutions make the delivery 
of  humanitarian and civil assistance 
increasingly dangerous. 

Whilst New Zealand will always operate 
in co-operation with the UN and our 
partner-nations, there may be times when 
it is not in their strategic interests to lead 
intervention to a humanitarian or social 
crisis in the South Pacific. Exercises such 
as Southern Katipo show how the NZDF 
trains to deliver that capability. The exercise 
this year reinforced for many the opinion 
that the New Zealand Defence Force is 
of  world-class, and in the peacekeeping/
stabilisation/humanitarian role, a capable 
world-leader.
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Recreational AirCentre
under development by Aerosport

5000sqm AirCentre Section For Sale - Live the Dream - Fly from Home! - Call Anton 021 2895999 

RECREATIONAL pilots can now choose 
from more aircraft types and options on 
offer than ever before. The industry is 
growing apace, and producing products 
with a level of  sophistication and quality 
that was not even dreamed of  only a 
decade or so ago. Buying a recreational 
aircraft is no longer just a matter of  having 
a chat to the fellow down the road who 
became the dealer because he bought 
one – it’s now a major investment which 
runs well into six figures. Anton and Jacky 
Meier at Aerosport Aviation say they are 
determined to provide a professional 
customer experience that matches such 
an investment. With this outlook at 
front-of-mind, combined with the simple 
desire to share their love of  aviation with 

others, they are now well advanced on the 
development of  their Aerosport AirCentre 
at Tamahere. Located between Hamilton 
and Cambridge, the AirCentre is planned to 
be a one-stop-shop for light sport aviation 
enthusiasts who can visit and experience 
fixed wing, autogyro, and helicopter flying 
all from the one base.

In recent times, Aerosport have acquired 
the ONE dealership for New Zealand and 
Australia, plus the Alpi Aviation dealership 
in both markets to offer their new Syton 
turbine powered helicopter, as well as the 
Auto-Gyro dealership for New Zealand. 

With its own 450m airstrip, the 
Aerosport AirCentre will include 
hangarage for approximately 10 aircraft, 
a demonstrator showroom, a reception 

lounge, briefing rooms for student training, 
and administration facilities. It’s an 
impressive undertaking, and already enough 
progress has occurred that an overseas 
visitor recently spoke to the possibility 
of  establishing a foreign student training 
programme with Aerosport.

Also available and in regular weekend 
use is an accommodation unit for visiting 
pilots or students.

Anton and Jacky say they are now 
“Complete Aviation, covering Sales, Service 
and Training for Fixed Wing, Gyro, and 
(soon) Helicopters in the recreational 
aviation marketplace. We look forward to 
sharing with you the lifestyle that comes 
with being aircraft owners and giving you 
the Freedom of  Being There Now!”

The ONE Auto-Gyro Syton AH-130

THE ONE was designed by Cirrus SR22 
owners who sought to bring similar luxury 
and high specification to the LSA category. 
Of  fully composite construction and Rotax 
914 powered, the ONE cruises at 120 kts 
with up to 9 hrs endurance. Luggage space 
is cavernous in the light sport version, and 
has been designed to accommodate two 
children in rear seats once GA certification 
is complete. Future versions will have hybrid 
power, boosting take-off  performance and 
providing a back-up for engine trouble.

AUTO-GYRO Europe has been 
producing gyros for close to 15 years and is 
the dominant player worldwide, employing 
100 staff  in a factory capable of  producing 
an aircraft every day. Three models are 
available, the open frame MTO Sport, 
and two enclosed models, the tandem 
Calidus and side-by-side Cavalon. All have 
outstanding STOL performance and are 
economical, comfortable cruisers. Gyros 
are exceptionally safe and manoeuvrable in 
the air, fun to fly, and they cannot stall.

THE Syton AH 120 is a two-seat light 
helicopter produced by Alpi Aviation in 
Italy. A development of  the Rotorway Exec  
which it externally resembles, the Syton is 
turbine powered and will cruise at 100 kts 
for >300nm range with aux. fuel. TBO on 
the Solar T62 APU engine (de-rated to 130 
hp) which drives a hydraulic transmission is 
specified as 2000 hours. Useful load is 290 
kg for a MAUW of  580kg, which offers 
potential for future LSA categorisation of  
the aircraft.
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THE first time I saw a Pitts fly was at my 
first airshow, Warbirds Over Wanaka 1994. 
Richard Hood was displaying a blood-red 
single-seat biplane that my Dad told me 
was a Pitts Special. Up until that point, all I 
knew much about was military and WWII 
era aircraft in particular. Seeing the Pitts 
flown so charismatically and with such 
precise energy management, really caught 
my imagination and got me interested 
in sport aircraft and this little biplane in 
particular. At the following airshow in 1996 
my Dad bought me a flight in the local 
two-seater operated by Biplane Adventures, 
and there was no going back. I was utterly 
hooked.

The next dose of  inspiration came from 
Dave Monds, who ran the ActionFlite 
Aerobatic Company in Queenstown. I was 
so impressed with how these guys went 
about their business and how well they 
flew that I set myself  the goals of  flying 
this aeroplane, hopefully acquiring a share 
in one, flying in competitions, and maybe 
ending up instructing in these types.

Fast forward to 2015 and it is 70 years 
since this iconic biplane first flew. Having 
flown a Tiger Moth into Oshkosh with 
a friend in 2012, I knew how the EAA 
celebrates aviation milestones (they do 
it in style!). I knew they were planning a 
big tribute to Curtis Pitts and his creation 
during this year’s Airventure convention, so 
in 2013 I started planning a similar, albeit 
smaller, event here in New Zealand. 

Some Pitts History
The Pitts first flew at the end of  WWII. 

Back then it was powered by a 65hp 
Continental. While Curtis Pitts designed 
and flew the aircraft, it was actually made 
famous by Caro Bayley and Betty Skelton 
in the late ’40s at various pageants and 
competitions across the US. More and 
more one-offs of  this agile and tiny 
little single seat biplane were built, until 
eventually the type was certified as the 
S1S in the mid ’60s. In 1972, the US Team 
swept the dominant Russian and French 
teams aside at the ‘Worlds’ by winning 
the overall team gold, as well as individual 
men’s and woman’s gold medals, all flying a 
trio of  red single-seat Pitts. 

The aircraft has grown slightly in size 
and with different powerplants over the 
years, along with a certified two-seat 
option. It was only when Leo Loudenslager 
(a seven time US National champion) 
designed and built what became the Laser 
200 in the mid ’80s, that the domination 
of  the Pitts slowly began to erode. These 
days, the Pitts doesn’t feature at the top 
level (Unlimited in world competitions), 
however it is still numerous in all categories 
below and a very common sight at airshows 
around the world. Despite the changes in 
wing technology and the newer and much 
more powerful Lycoming engines, the same 
basic (and famous) shape still silhouettes 
the skies at many aviation gatherings and 
events worldwide. 

South Island Akrofest
celebrates 70 Years of the Pitts Special 

A South Island Trophy
Since 2006, annual aerobatic training 

camps have been run in a low-key fashion 
at Rangitata Island, hosted by Russell and 
Linda Brodie with enthusiastic support 
from Pam Collings, Bernice Hintz and 
Russell Bell. (The Brodies’ hospitality 
is almost unmatched and I do highly 
recommend a stop if  you are passing 
through the area). It seemed a natural 
progression to establish a South Island 
regional aerobatic competition which could 
compliment the Bryan Langley Trophy at 
North Shore - giving everyone (particularly 
in the South Island) some good practice 
prior to the Nationals in March. 

The best place to facilitate a fly-in 
gathering/aerobatic competition was 
Omaka, especially given the Marlborough 
Aeroclub’s  enthusiasm and support of  all 
things aviation. Being at Omaka sometimes 
feels like the ’40s or ’50s, when times were 
simpler and everyone just enjoyed the 
spirit of  aviation. Having the competition 
centrally based also allowed a lot more 
visitors and pilots to fly in – in fact from as 
far away as Taieri and Auckland. Not a bad 
effort at all! 

Things got busier as the November 
weekend approached. We had eight entrants 
in the Recreational class and four in the 
Intermediate category. Already running a 
constantly expanding business, I felt this 
would easily be managed right alongside; 
how hard can it be?! All I can say now is 

that I have even more respect for the likes 
of  Mandy Deans and her team at Wanaka, 
Graham & Jane with their people here 
at Omaka and Tom up at Masterton. It 
utterly astounds me how one can run such 
enormous events with large amounts of  
personnel and infrastructure and not go 
completely mad!

The Event
On Friday the 13th aeroplanes steadily 

arrived and the aerobatic box was 
established with large white markers, all to 
world contest dimensions. The aerobatic 
box is 1000 x 1000m and is up to 3500ft 
in height. The intermediate and more 
advanced categories have a lower limit 
- from 1300ft in Intermediate, down to 
below 800ft in Unlimited. The Aviation 
Heritage Centre allowed us to park the 
variety of  competing aircraft types along 
the fence line which then provided the 
perfect location to view the contest from, 
with great coffee on hand thanks to Erin 
and her team at the Museum, and the sun 
on our backs all day.

My initial aim was to have six Pitts on 
the airfield. We achieved that and could 

easily have had ten, but a few maintenance 
issues (and weather concerns) prevented 
some from coming. Thanks so much to 
Morris Tull, Sean Husheer, Darrell Brown, 
Darren Luff, Vincent D’Arth and Noel 
Kruse for bringing six very different 
looking pocket rockets for the weekend. 
Also contributing to the biplane theme, Les 
Worsley brought his beautiful Acrosport 
II, and Graham and Jane Orphan’s Omaka 
based Stearman was also in the line-up. We 
had a number of  other Nationals regulars 
in attendance along with a large contingent 
from the Canterbury Aeroclub. Half  of  
the class making up Recreational flew 
the CAC’s Robin, RBN. Many thanks to 
Richard Collett for assisting with judging 
and bringing up the crew. 

The weather was flyable throughout 
the weekend, but challenging at times. 
Prolonged southerlies during Friday and 
westerlies on Saturday kept everyone 
thinking in the box. 

For the record, the final results in the 
two classes were:

Recreational (The Omaka Cup): 1st 
Andrew Love, 2nd Richard Collett and 3rd 
Tom Hall, all flying 2160a ZK-RBN. 

contributed by Andrew Love

Formating for Gavin’s camera was a highlight of the 
weekend and produced obviously great results.

The UFX office. ‘G’ gauge centre left suggests 
a vigorous recent sortie.

Passing on the bug to future Pitts pilots.
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Intermediate (The Pam Collings 
Trophy): 1st Fred Zayas in Laser ZK-LZR, 
2nd Andrew Love in Pitts S1S ZK-FRJ, and 
3rd Grant Benns in Pitts S1S ZK-FRJ.

My final highlight of  the weekend was 
getting the opportunity to fly the Pitts 
in formation with Richard Hood and 
Ryan Southam. Gavin Conroy took some 
beautiful photos from the local syndicate 
Nanchang with Mark O’Sullivan at the 
controls.

Thanks to:
There could not have been an event 

like this without the people who made 
this plane famous in this part of  the world 
along for the weekend. Where do I start? 
Pam Collings, Keith Trillo, John Orr, 
Bill Arnold and Richard Hood - thanks 

Six Pitts Specials gathered together and celebrating 70 years since the first model flew. 

so much for making it such a special 
weekend. Pam’s speech and insight into her 
experiences at the ‘Worlds’ and training/
competing in the US was fascinating. 
Raylene, the Marlborough Aeroclub’s social 
organiser/admin/accounts lady, did an 
amazing job of  coordinating things. The 
catering was fantastic value, and a huge 
thanks also go to Marty Nicoll and Tracy 
Dixon for running the bar and organising 
the dining area, to the Marlborough 
Aeroclub and Woodbourne Tower people, 
to all the competitors and everyone else 
who made the weekend so enjoyable. 
The plan is to run this as a yearly event at 
Omaka. For 2016 there are a couple of  
other notable 70th Anniversaries which we 
may well celebrate as well. Look out for 
date announcements for the 2016 contest.

Full type ratings available 
in this iconic Biplane

The aeroplane is based 
at Rangiora

Full Aerobatic Ground course 
and Rating also available

Dual Rate: $420 /hr

Contact Andrew Love
P  021 818 816 

E  Torque_Roll@hotmail.com

Russell Bell’s Akrotech G-200

Fred Zayas’ Laser 230

Canterbury Aero Club’s Robin R2160

A division of Boston Marks Group Limited
P: 09 298 8206  or  0800 322 206   F: 09 298 8218  
E: insure@avsure.co.nz     www.avsure.co.nz

 Contact us
for a free 

no-obligation 
quotation on 

any aviation 
insurance 

requirements 
that you have

AIRCRAFT

AVIATION LIABILITY

PROPERTY

PERSONAL

l  Pleasure & Business Aircraft
l  Charter   l  Aircraft Sales
l  Flying Schools   l  Clubs
l  Agricultural   l  Helicopters

l  Premises   l  Airports   l  Products
l  Chemical   l  Hangar keepers

l  Hangars and Contents

l  Pilot Personal Accident
l  Passengers   l  Pilots term life

Avsure provides the most competitive 
insurance programmes available in 
the Aviation Industry. 
When considering your aircraft 
insurance, you definitely need 
the best ADVICE, EXPERIENCE 
and RESOURCES.  
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

Avsure - where aviation insurance 
    isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!

KiwiFlyerAvsure Insurance Feature

contributed by Bill Beard

This page is sponsored by Avsure. To enquire about other sponsorship opportunities in KiwiFlyer, contact Michael on 09 279 9924. 25

Bill Beard from Avsure continues his series 
explaining various aspects and terms of aviation 
insurance, including useful advice for making 
sure you have the coverage you need. His last 
paragraph in this article is particularly important 
but potentially overlooked. All of Bill’s previous 
articles are available for free download from the 
KiwiFlyer website www.kiwiflyer.co.nz 

IN New Zealand the industry standard 
for aircraft combined liability coverage is 
between NZ$1m to NZ$20m. Unlike the 
USA, Australia or Europe, the possibility 
of  a Liability Claim arising for Personal 
Injury or Death in New Zealand is virtually 
negligible due to the implications of  the 
New Zealand Accident/Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Act 1992 (also known as 
ACC).

In general terms, all incidents resulting 
in Death or Injury to persons (including 

international visitors)  anywhere in New 
Zealand are covered under this Act and 
there is no provision under New Zealand 
Legislation for Claimants to sue or issue 
proceedings in New Zealand Courts 
seeking compensation for Death or 
Personal Injury.

Since introduction of  this Act in July 
1992, we understand there have been no 
claims successfully pursued for passenger 
liability in respect of  Personal Injury or 
Death with exception of  Mental/Nervous 
Shock Claims not linked to physical injury 
which does not fall under the Legislation. 
In relation to Aviation Passenger Liability, 
this was borne out by case history in the 
High Court Judgement relating back to the 
ANSET Dash 8 accident in 1995 whereby 
the Court upheld and set a precedent in 
that there was no loop hole for passengers 
to sue for Compensatory Damages in NZ.

Effectively therefore the nominated 
indemnity for Combined Single Limit 
Liability/Third Party Property Damage is 
the major element covered under an aircraft 
insurance policy – not Passenger Liability.

For commercial operators providing 
carriage of  passengers for hire/reward 
it is essential to ensure that all contracts 
of  carriage be sold direct or via a New 
Zealand Agent or Tour Company in New 
Zealand and not as part of  an overseas 
package. This ensures the Liability 
Exposure is limited to fall under the 
New Zealand Accident/Rehabilitation & 
Compensation Act 1992 (ACC).

To discuss this topic or any other 
aviation insurance questions, contact 
Bill Beard at Avsure on 0800 322 206.

Aircraft Passenger Legal Liability 
Insurance in New Zealand



THE Dargaville Aero Club is now offering Autogyro training, 
using the same policy it adopted some years ago which is that all 
practical microlight and PPL theory training be offered free of  
charge. The only expense to students is the cost of  operating the 
aircraft they use. The Club is fortunate to own its own facilities 
from which it derives other 
income, but the free of  charge 
training is much more a nod to 
the spirit of  the Club and sharing 
the enjoyment of  aviation, than 
any sort of  a marketing ploy.

Club member Allan Jessop 
says the Club’s management team 
has found it increasingly obvious 
that GA ownership is evolving 
towards a syndication scenario, with escalating operating costs 
affecting all facets of  GA flying. “The era of  early ‘rag and string’ 
microlight machines has, somewhat sadly, nearly been relegated 
to history – albeit as recent as the 1980s. Those aircraft, usually 
fitted with a two stroke Rotax or even at times McCulloch chainsaw 
engines which were more easily available, provided for affordable 
STOL flight pretty much from any small paddock. It was excitingly 
great fun especially for the novice aviator. However this sort of  
flying now seems to be the domain only for a few die-hard oldies 
and the trike devotees. Modern recreational pilots hardly know what 
they are missing out on!,” says Allan.

The final phase of  General Aviation operations occurred for 

Gyro Training at the Dargaville Aero Club
Produced by Ukranian company 
Aeroprakt, the Foxbat range of 
aircraft are represented in New 
Zealand by Doug King and his 
company Lite Flight Green NZ 
Limited. Currently we have 11 
Foxbat A22 variants on the NZ 
register. A new addition to the 
Aeroprakt stable is an all-new 
Foxbat A32. Now available to the 
market (the first NZ example is due to 
arrive very soon), Doug first saw the 
A32 during a factory visit last year 
and recently sent these notes of his 
observations for KiwiFlyer readers. 

WHEN I first saw an A32 at 
the Aeroprakt factory last year, I 
noticed the strong resemblance 
to the Foxbat A22LS, but quickly 
realised that the A32 was more 
sleek and streamlined. For me 
this A32 aircraft immediately took on the 
image of  the swift version of  the two, but 
still sturdy and well built.

With the same well known Rotax 912 
ULS up front and the same large wing 
it seemed that the aircraft would have 
much of  the same characteristics and 
performance as the A22LS, but I also soon 
realised that the much discussed cruise 
speed of  115-120 kts was easily attained 
and in fact, has to be checked somewhat to 
settle on the 115 cruise speed. It seemed 
difficult to imagine that the A32 has this 
easy cruise speed but also a slow stall speed 
of  27 kts, 1 knot slower than the A22LS. So 
this aircraft can handle short landings and 
take-offs from paddocks and short airfields, 
with safe, comfortable margins and allow 
you the top end for those longer flights.

Three years of  R&D went into the 
aerodynamic refinement of  the aircraft and 
the performance shows that this time spent 
has paid off  - and the changes that were 
made were clever changes. Some of  the 
changes include: raising the cabin roof  and 
top of  the windshield to be level with the 
wing upper surface, lowering the windshield 
angle, altering the front cowling to form 
a single intake for air flow around the 
engine, reducing the wing length slightly, 
exchanging the horizontal stabiliser for an 
all-flying tail plane with servo trim tab, and 
fitting wheel spats over the 6x600 wheels.

Two standard 45 litre fuel tanks are fitted 
within the wings with no protrusion such 
as for the optional 57 litre tanks sometimes 

All new Foxbat A32 now available in NZ

used on the A22LS. With the considerable 
reduction in drag from all of  these changes, 
the A32 has a slightly better range of  up to 
600 nm, burning around 16 litres of  normal 
95/98 octane fuel.

In the cabin, the controls are twin yokes 
with centre throttle and brake lever, and the 
flaperon lever is still in the same position 
mounted above and centre. The cabin 
width is ever so slightly narrower than the 
A22LS, but still offers lots of  room for 
big-shouldered pilots, and the comfortable 
seats are easily adjusted, folding forward 
for easy access to the rear luggage 
compartment. They have seat pockets 
behind for maps and other paper work. 

The luggage compartment is nestled 
in the base of  the rear compartment and 
when closed allows for light bulky items 
like pillows and sleeping bags to be packed 
above it. Above the pilot and passenger are 
the normal storage pockets and these have 
been supplemented with pockets on the 
sides of  the instrument panel housing.

Flight characteristics differ in regards the 
landing where the A32 has a more sensitive 
response through the all-flying tail plane, 
so pitch adjustments need to be less than 
in the A22LS. The stall is benign, similar 
to the A22LS. Climb out is great at an easy 
1200-1400 fpm with one person or around 
1000 fpm with two up, and operational load 
limits are +4, -2 G. Factory testing limits 
for the 650 kg float plane are +6, -3 G.

The A22LS will continue to be offered 

alongside the new Foxbat A32, but clearly 
the A32 will suit those pilots whom want 
the extra top end for longer distances 
and touring. The Foxbat A32 is priced, 
depending on exchange rate and options, 
at NZ$120,000 +GST.

For more information
Contact Doug King at Lite Flight Green 

NZ Limited on 021 0285 6932 or 
email: doug@liteflightgreen.com 
www.liteflightgreen.com

The first Foxbat A32 for Australia recently took to the sky. New Zealand’s is due here soon.

Optional Dynon SkyView Avionics

Standard panel. Note the twin yoke controls.
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the Club a couple of  months ago when they parted with their last 
remaining GA machine, C172 JBA. That leaves Dargaville Aero 
Club with two Italian FlySynthesis recreational machines (the 5th of  
this type for the Club) which Allan says have well and truly proven 
their worth, being “popular, reliable and safe cross-country and 

training aircraft, very economical 
to operate and maintain”.

For some time now – and 
in line with market trends - the 
Club has been investigating 
the viability of  extending their 
training curriculum to autogyros, 
currently the fastest expanding 
sector of  the world-wide 
recreational aviation market. After 

completing certification requirements, Club member Rusty Russell 
has been appointed the Club’s first qualified gyro instructor. Rusty 
will initially be conducting ab-initio training in his own German 
made autogyro, with the Club expecting to add a second machine 
as demand for training increases and further qualified instructors 
become available. The Club has also joined the International 
Association of  Professional Gyroplane Training.

Dargaville Aero Club is “NZ’s only free flying club” and welcomes 
training enquiries from anywhere in NZ. For further details, 
phone Club CFI Murray Foster on 027 478 4308 or 
CFI Gyros, Rusty Russell on 021 173 8942.
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Gavin
Conroy’s

2015 
Gallery

Like most of us at this time of year I find myself 
reflecting on the past twelve months and looking 
back through some of the images I have taken. 
2015 has been good to me; I’ve photographed 51 
aircraft air-to-air and flown in types like the DH 
Mosquito, L-39, CAC Wirraway, and Avro Anson, 
plus many more. It’s been a fun year of aviating 
not only from behind the camera.

The photos found within the next six pages were 
taken in New Zealand, the USA and the UK. We 
flew alongside small aircraft like the Fokker 
Triplane and Albatros D.Va through to large 
aircraft such as the Avro Anson and the mighty 
Vulcan. There were indeed too many great flights 
to single out any favourites. 

I have very much appreciated the huge amount of 
support I receive because without a great network 
of people around me none of these images would 
be possible.

And whilst fortunate to have been to several 
overseas airshows during the past few years, I can 
say that the ones we have here in New Zealand are 
still the best!

I hope all readers have a great Christmas and 
New Year!!                                      Gavin Conroy.

Captions: 
1: Ryan Southam flies an Omaka based 

Tiger Moth. In formation with him is Mark 
O’Sullivan in a Nanchang, making the 
difficult look easy here. 

2. Two of Beck Helicopters’ Hueys flying back to 
the North Island following some exhausting 
days fighting fires in the Marlborough area.  

3. Craig Anderson and Willie Sage flying a 
pair of Piper Pacers in the very scenic Wairau 
Valley area, an ideal location for operating 
these bush planes from.  

4. Greg MacDonald flying a Fokker Triplane 
attacks Dave Horrell in an Airco DH-5 during 
Classic Fighters 2015 - an amazing dogfight 
to watch 2000ft up! 

5. Craig Anderson flies one of Sounds Air’s new 
PC-12s now in service with the airline. The 
super-impressive performance and interior 
offers Sounds Air passengers a whole new 
experience. 

6. Milton Donovan flying Harvard 78 which 
has been a cornerstone of the Roaring 40s 
aerobatic team for decades now, more 
commonly known as “The Yellow Peril”. 

7. Kermit Weeks flying an Albatros D.Va at 
Classic Fighters 2013. It’s always a thrill to fly 
alongside Kermit! 
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Two Strikemasters and a Vampire formate near Wellington in the lead-up to Wings Over Wairarapa 2015.        Gavin Conroy photograph. KiwiFlyer   
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Captions: 1: John Beattie in a Supermarine Seafire leaves the Boscombe 
Down area in the UK on his way to Duxford for the IWM airshow in 
September. It was quite a thrill to fly with such a rare aeroplane.   
2. Cam Hawley and Ryan Southam out for a flight just after Classic Fighters 
2015. Cam’s Staggerwing is an amazing restoration and is based at 
Wanaka.   3. The unmistakable shape of the Avro Vulcan near Beachy 
Head in the UK just weeks away from finally being grounded following eight 
seasons flying for airshow crowds around the UK.   4. Jerry Yagen’s Corsair 
is flown here by seasoned Corsair pilot John Fuentes in the US during May.   
5. This SBD Dauntless is a very rare machine, and is equipped with a full 
load of replica bombs. Passengers can even fly in it as the rear seat gunner!   
6. A pair of Mk.1 Spitfires run in at Duxford in September 2015; a beautiful 
sight and not many dry eyes on the airfield.   7. Jerry Yagen’s Skyraider and 
Mustang in a rarely seen formation.   8. Even more rare are this Kittyhawk 
and Mosquito flying together in the US, both restored in New Zealand by 
Avspecs.   9. Another of Jerry Yagen’s aircraft is this Messerschmitt Me 262. 
It was built from original plans but has modern day engines fitted due to the 
unreliable power plants originally used on the type.   10. A highlight of the 
Avalon Airshow is the wall of fire. You can really feel it from the crowd line!
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GYRATE AUCKLAND will be one year old in January 2016, 
and owner Stephen Pegg says they have to date “enlightened” 
near 40 people with trial lessons in their two-seat gyrocopter 
at West Auckland Airport 
Parakai. Stephen says that in 
fact, “A significant number of  
our passengers have become 
so enlightened that they have 
continued to learn to fly with us at 
Parakai to obtain their Gyrocopter 
Licence.”

Stephen himself  learned 
to fly with the Fleet Air Arm 
Royal Navy and says he enjoyed 
many hours flying the Sea King 
Mk3 and Mk5 in a variety of  
environments and situations. At 
the time he left the Royal Navy, 
the best opportunities were with 
fixed wing commercial airlines 
and that occupied him for several 
years and some 15,000hrs of  
flying time. He says though, that 
during his years in the Royal 
Navy a seed was sown when he had the opportunity of  a flight in a 
two-seat gyro-glider. He was unable to take the interest any further 
though as other demands encroached and at that time there was 
a lack of  two-seat powered gyrocopters available for either trial 
flights or training. (In fact in those days, many budding gyro pilots 
built their own single-seat machine then taught themselves to fly it 
by following an instruction manual.)

Stephen later renewed the gyro interest during a family visit 
to New Zealand where he says it was by no coincidence that they 
passed through Tauranga and he had a flight with Tony Unwin at 
Gyrate NZ. He says, “That confirmed my gyro-glider impressions 

Become Enlightened: Fly a Gyro
of  many years before. At the earliest possibility I obtained a 
gyrocopter Instructor rating in 2012 in New Zealand. I then took 
early retirement from the UK based airline I was flying with and 

started the exciting journey of  
Gyrate Auckland.”

New premises at Parakai
A year into their operation, 

Gyrate Auckland have just moved 
into larger premises to be shared 
with Fly West who focus on 
microlight and trike training. A 
character building known as ‘The 
Old Billiard Hall’ will provide 
space for three briefing rooms, 
office space and a lounge area, 
along with the particularly good 
feature of  a veranda providing 
social space and giving a nice view 
of  all airfield activities.

Gyrocopter Syndication
Stephen says that interest in 

owning a share of  a well-managed 
syndicated gyrocopter has been building at Parakai. Thus Gyrate 
Auckland are making a machine available at Parakai for ownership 
which will be limited to 4 or 5 members.

West Auckland Aiport Parakai is approximately 50 minutes north 
of  Auckland and is a very friendly airfield to fly from. Home also to 
companies such as Fly West and XFLIGHT, as well as skydive and 
private operators, the airport has grown steadily since the Lockie 
family took it over several years ago and began an investment 
programme in infrastructure that is attracting more and more 
operators and people to the location.

 

Stephen Pegg used to fly Sea Kings for the Royal 
Navy but says gyros are much more fun.

The Titanium gyro, made in Australia and now available in NZ. 
Image courtesy SEQ Gyro Pics.

Gyrate Auckland’s new logo. Visit them at West 
Auckland Airport Parakai for Enlightenment.

The new Gyrate premises on the field at Parakai 
are shared with fellow microlighters Fly West.

Join the NZ Autogyro Association - www.autogyro.org.nz
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New dealership
Gyrate Auckland are now the New 

Zealand agents for the Titanium 
Gyrocopter produced 
in Australia by Neil 
Sheather. Stephen 
says he was very 
impressed with the 
aircraft when he 
visited Australia 
recently and is 
delighted to be 
able to represent 
the brand in New 
Zealand. He says; 
“It is very well 
made with excellent 
attention to detail 
with a carbon fibre 
body as standard 
and very high life, 
high tech composite 
rotor blades. With 
storage and large 
fuel tanks this is a 
very capable aircraft 
built for rugged 
Australian conditions 
and also ideal for 
New Zealand. The 
test flight was very enjoyable with excellent 
handling characteristics. Please contact us 
for more information.” 

For more information
If  you’re based near Auckland and have 

wondered about gyros, give Stephen a call 
at Gyrate Auckland 
and visit Parakai for 
a trial flight. Stephen 
says that once the bug 
has bitten, Gyrate 
Auckland can provide 
“friendly, relaxed yet 
professional” training 
through to your own 
licence, plus offer 
aircraft to purchase 
or own a share of. 
For those further 
away, Gyrate also 
operate in Tauranga 
and Dunedin. Phone 
0800 FLY-A-GYRO 
for enquiries outside 
Auckland, or to 
contact Stephen 
phone 021 239 6298 
or email: gyrostp@
gmail.com

Gyrate’s website is 
www.gyrate.co.nz 
and includes plenty 
of  information about 

flying gyros, aircraft for sale, and a regularly 
updated blog from Tony Unwin who 
started the company ten years ago.
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contributed by John Nicolson

After chatting with me some time back about 
aero clubs and fleet modernisation, and therefore 
engaging in the often held debate of GA versus 
LSA, regular KiwiFlyer Contributor John 
Nicolson said he thought he might do some 
research on that and write an article. He finished 
this off just a few weeks back. As readers may 
already have noticed at right, sadly John won’t 
see his final piece of aviation writing in print. 
John was an enthusiast for all things aviation and 
particularly aero clubbing, and his passion for 
aviation and writing is obvious in the words that 
follow. He would certainly have wanted you to 
enjoy reading them.

OUR first ‘aero club’ in name was the 
Canterbury (NZ) Aero Club which was 
formed at Sockburn (Christchurch) by 
George Bolt in 1909 – but, incredulously, 
it was intended only for model aeroplane 
fliers. Government agencies were keen to 
endorse and support public pilot training 
schemes in the olden days, and a couple or 

Aero Clubbing
A harbinger of most things exciting

so were operating between 1916 and the 
early 1920s. But it wasn’t really until the 
establishment in 1928 of  the Canterbury 
and Auckland Aero Clubs that gave rise to 
the aero club 
model as we 
know it today.

As Chef  
de Mission, 
Flying New 
Zealand has 
43 aero clubs 
(down from 
46 in 1974) in 
its tent with 
26 located 
in the North 
Island and 17 
in the South Island. And, but for the good 
of  progress, they’ve all pretty much been 
doing the same thing almost every day since 
1928.            

Subsequent to the cessation of  the 
buy-British agreement of  times past, our 
borders were open to one and all and an 
amalgam of  new-look aero club three-
wheelers landed here from all over the 
planet, one type after another. Piper’s zippy 
150hp four-seat Tri-Pacer (14 in all) was 
first to arrive in the early 1950s. Then came 
the Cessna 172, as the great all-rounder, 

and the tailor-made ‘150 club trainer, both 
of  which can claim GA world-beating 
production records. Following the Cessnas 
were a dozen or so of  the most unlikely 

STOL planes 
I’ve ever 
seen in the 
two/three-
seat, tough 
and reliable 
100/110hp 
M.S. 880B 
Rallye-Club 
of  France 
– the type’s 
rather small 
wings were 
tricked-up 

big time with lift-boosting, high drag 
trappings causing the plane to look a 
bit hoity-toity, which it’s not. There’s 
still five M.S. 880Bs listed with us today. 
Also arriving were a good number of  
the purpose-built, misunderstood Victa 
Airtourer 100/115 trainers out of  Australia 
(first arrivals amounted to 26 x 100s and 
21 x 115s) along with, from late 1964, ten 
of  the somewhat quirky little German-
built, rocket-totting warbird that is the 
100hp Bolkow Junior 208. And all 10 
’208s continue to appear on the ZK-civil 

register. The awkwardly flash Cherokee 140 
followed the Bolkows – of  the initial 56 
’140s imported (to DIZ), 36 of  them are 
still registered.  

I believe the boom times of  the 
modernisation epoch of  the 1960s and 
1970s were the aero club’s crowning 
moments. During the British-built rag and 
tube taildragger days of  the 1950s and 
1960s, club hangars were full of  the likes 
of  the minimalistic Tiger Moth primary 
trainers, Austers and the odd-Magister, 
Proctor, Whitney Straight and Piper Cubs – 
all of  which were already timeworn. 

In 1950 there were 21 aero clubs 
operating with 137 aircraft, and the private 
pilot population numbered 325. Ten years 
later (in 1960) there were 36 local aero 
clubs operating a total of  112 aircraft and 
there were 1029 active student pilots, 1302 
private pilots and 655 commercial pilots. 
By the end of  1964, there were 4900 club 
members on the RNZAC (now Flying NZ) 
books and there were (in part) 1676 PPLs 
and 1269 student pilots. The 2015 PPL/
CPL pilot population is noted (NZCAA) 
to be 1871 for PPLs (Class 2) and 1375 
CPLs (Class 1) - plus 283 PPLs at Class 
1 licensing and 1827 CPLs at Class 2 
licensing – and, incidentally, there’s 646 
Recreation Pilots License holders listed. 
The RPL, in short, is a sort of  ‘back-
up’ programme for those PPLs who can 
no longer meet NZCAA’s strict medical 
standards and/or the elevated GA costs 
generally, and who want to continue to fly 
under the RPL ‘conditional’ arrangement. 
RPL medical fitness standards, being of  
lower medical standards to that of  a PPL, 
are those of  the Transport NZ Authority 
Medical Certificate as carried out by the 
applicant’s GP. 

Our existing mainstream club aircraft 
are, for the most part, of  1970s technology. 
An exception since the arrival here of  the 
’Hawk in 1978 would be the posh Kiwi-
built two-seat, 160hp aerobatic Alpha 
R2160 (Robin) of  2004, the type of  which 
stands at 16 currently on the ZK-register. 
It is today, moving on from our venerable 
aero club front-runners, that there’s actually 
not much to choose from in terms of  
suitably priced new replacement aero 
club aircraft, despite there being a good 

FOR nearly four years, John Nicolson 
has been a regular contributor to 
KiwiFlyer. John had a particular interest in 
agricultural aviation and history, and most 
often wrote about our very interesting 
ag. aviation history here in New Zealand. 
Sadly, on 9th 
December, 
John passed 
away at 
Christchurch 
hospital 
following 
heart valve 
surgery. The 
article on 
these pages 
was only 
written by 
John a short 
time before going into hospital. Having 
worked on it during the preceding couple 
of  months, he had phoned to say not to 
worry about sending back a proof  as he 
would be in recovery mode for a while 
and wasn’t planning on paying too much 
attention to the computer. He was upbeat 
about his operation and looking forward 
to returning in as-new condition. He also 
said he was very pleased with the article 
which had involved several interviews and 
contributions of  thoughts from others. 

He was right to be pleased with it. 
John’s articles in KiwiFlyer have always 
been very well received by our readers, 
generating plenty of  feedback, particularly 
from those associated with ag. planes of  
old who clearly have enjoyed the well-
researched and often entertaining material 
that John produced. You could always tell 
from John’s engaging writing style that he 
was an enthusiast for the subject and that 
sharing the archives and knowledge he 
had accumulated was something he took 
great pleasure in. 

John published his first book in 
1983 and with help from that work and 
his daughter Kellie and granddaughter 
Sophie, I can share the following.

John became interested in aircraft in 
the early 1950s as a young boy, playing 
about the Taieri airfield. Through 
the 1960s he was a regular visitor to 
Omarama, a haven for aircraft observers. 
He keenly followed nearly all the South 
Island air shows.

Vale: John Nicolson
In 1961 he became a member of  the 

North Otago Aero Club. His first flying 
lesson was in Oamaru, in a Cessna 172 
(BWN) with instructor Paul Legg who 
John describes as ‘one of  the best’. At the 
age of  16 John flew solo. He was the first 

ever student 
to fly solo 
off  Kurow 
and received 
a mention 
in the New 
Zealand 
Wings 
magazine – a 
magazine his 
articles later 
featured in.

In 1969 
John married 

his ‘school days sweet heart’ Irene. 
By 1970 he had a reputable collection 

of  aircraft photographs, specialising in 
single engine light aircraft. The interest 
continued after he joined the Police Force 
in 1973, where he studied the field of  
‘Police and the use of  aircraft’. 

In 1979 John became a member of  
the South Canterbury Aero Club and not 
being content with reading and writing 
about aeroplanes, decided to have another 
go at flying, subsequently obtaining his 
private pilot’s licence on the 15th of  
December 1981. He immediately took his 
three children for a flight around Timaru, 
one at a time in the Tomahawk.

In 1983 John published his first book 
– The Extraordinary, Ordinary Student 
Pilot. By 1998 however, John was not able 
to maintain his medical certificate, though 
as we know, his passion for aviation 
continued strongly in his writing and 
photography. 

It’s a small comfort to know that John 
did enjoy his writing a great deal and that 
we could provide a vehicle for him to 
share that love of  things aviation. John 
of  course was delighted to receive regular 
feedback from readers. We’ll all miss his 
contributions to the magazine and his 
obvious enthusiasm for what he loved. 
Thank you John. 

Our very deepest condolences go out 
to John’s family during a very tough time. 

Flying high now. Farewell to a friend.

John Nicolson with Tiger Moth BSNCanterbury Aero Club’s Robin 2160 RBN
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selection of  contemporary GA types on offer which are, because of  
high all-inclusive costs, perhaps better suited to private owners and 
commercial flight training organisations. 

A recent prop count of  aero club-registered stock shows (in 
order of  dominance) that the Skyhawk is the most popular maker 
of  pilots - represented mostly by 
the ‘N’ and ‘S’ models. Next in line 
is the Cherokee series (mostly the 
Archer) and the Tomahawk as equals 
in numbers, followed by the Cessna 
152. Noted serving with aero clubs 
too were several examples of  LSA/
microlight class of  aircraft with 
RAANZ, SAC or Flying NZ (all Part 
149 compliant) as alternative types for 
aero club members and, in some cases, 
as NZCAA-certified aero club trainers.

Aero Clubbing
For some time in the very early 

years, setting up a flying school here 
was a breeze – anyone could do it 
(only the instructors were licensed). 
Albeit we settled more for the 
sociable, non-profit aero club model 
that we know so well nowadays. 

At one time in the not-so distant 
past, our aero clubs were the only 
pilot training  organisations that 
were training commercial and ATPL 
pilots. Nowadays, though, competition nationally for pilot training 
right across the industry is endemic. Aero clubs, as informal 
organisations, function on a totally different regime to that of  the 
comparatively formal deep-immersion courses as provided by the 
likes of  flying schools and academies. Aero clubs will always have 
boys and girls from all walks of  life wanting to learn to fly – it’s the 
‘club’ thing. Club members ‘own’ their club; they make it what it is. 
The social side of  aero club-life too is truly something to treasure 
where you’ll be sharing your leisure time and discretionary income 
with a bunch of  highly charged like-minded folk. 

Indications at grass roots level are that the aero club ideology is 
on a pretty good footing today. Learning to fly is an outdoorsy, feel 
good thing to do. It’s inspirational. It’s engaging, character-building 
and it is definitely rewarding. Indeed, there’s little in life that is more 
exciting than learning to fly. You will never stop learning and you 

will never be short of  a yarn at the woolshed BBQ. When back-
seating a club plane, we probably see stunning vistas, nature and 
beauty at their best whereas pilots see training, new skills, challenges 
and even a career. And then there’s the first solo. OMGA! (Oh My 
Giddy Aunt). 

Happy days
My aero clubbing journey began 

with the North Otago Aero Club in 
the early 1960s when non-smokers 
were social oddities; the New Zealand 
Cricket Team was called the New 
Zealand Cricket Team; the local 
rubbish dump was where everyone got 
a bargain and the only water bottles we 
ever had contained hot water. NOAC 
was established in 1956 (with Tiger 
Moths and instructors from SCAC) 
and operated from a farm paddock at 
Hilderthorpe. Between 1958 and 1960, 
the club acquired their first Cessna 172 
– a near new (1956) ’172 registered 
ZK-BQG, and they have had at least 
one Cessna in their fleet ever since. 

I began training on a couple of  six-
cylinder 145hp Cessna 172s at £5 per 
hour (the old smooth-running ‘Conty’ 
six 172s have manual super powerful 
Fowler flaps of  four notches - 10 to 40 
degrees). The £5 per hour represented 
55% of  my weekly wage at £9 gross as 

a grocer’s assistant. In today’s money (according to BNZ’s inflation 
calculator), we’d be paying the equivalent of  about $170/hr and 
earning the equivalent of  $308/week (= 55%). The 40hr weekly 
minimum wage in 2015 is $590 gross for an adult. The hourly aero 
club rate for a Cessna 172 varies between clubs, but a sample figure 
of  $250 dual per hour in 2015 is doable. So, based on our 1960s 
reckoning, an hour’s dual in a Cessna 172 (in 2015) amounts to 
about 42% of  my weekly (minimum) wage. Arguably therefore, it 
was at least as expensive in the ‘good old days’.   

When talking to NOAC’s newly elected president Paul Mortimer, 
who is also a member of  the Omarama Aviation Club, it became 
obvious that he was very happy with his lot – but, says Paul, the 
monthly flying hours are down on normal operations. “Our biggest 
challenge,” said Paul, “is recruiting students.” These days a young 
person starting a career in aviation, says Paul, tends to do their flight 

training at one of  the flight schools offering student loans. “A few 
years ago,” he said, “a young person would do their training at the 
local aero club with funding by way of  working to or three jobs and 
scrimping and saving.” 

SCAC 
As our aero club template, we drilled down into the historical 

paths and alleyways of  the South Canterbury Aero Club based in 
Timaru, the capital of  South Canterbury aviation – and where I 
eventually obtained my PPL. In its different guises, the SCAC has 
been teaching people to fly aeroplanes continuously since 1930, 
except for the WWII years. Starting out as the southern branch of  
the Canterbury Aero Club in 1930, the SCAC was established as 
such in 1946 following the wind-up of  the Timaru Air Pilots Club, 
which was formed circa 1936, when the original CAC arrangement 
became untenable. On the whole, SCAC’s journey over the almost 
70 years now have been relatively emblematic of  many, if  not most 
Enzed aero clubs.

The SCAC is today firmly established with all its planes in a row 
and is reasonably active with 70 flying members, 30 social members 
and 20 gliding members. Their fleet of  five aircraft of  differing 
feathers is made up of  two of  our prevalent, most reliable lead-in 
trainers in Tomahawks JHO and EQX, a refurbished Cherokee 
Archer (FGH), Super Cub (BNM) and a 180hp (CSU) Cessna 
172RG (JCL) – the latter is for the all-important high performance 
retractable/CSU experience. 

The club’s CFI is ‘B’ Cat Leon Hunter (formerly of  NOAC), ably 
assisted by club stalwart and ‘B’ Cat instructor John Desborough. 
Leon is putting down the stepping stones for an Air NZ career as 
his long time ambition.    

Full-time sheep farmer John Scott is SCAC’s main-man. John, 
who holds dearly to core aero club values has been presiding over 
the club’s affairs now for 26 years having very recently been re-
elected to office. He qualified for his CPL/‘C’ Cat instructor rating 
with the then club CFI Mike Tucker in 1974, and has served as 
the club’s on-call instructor since that time. John joined the South 
Canterbury Gliding Club in 1985 and soon had his gliding ‘B’ Cat 
instructor’s endorsement. He’s also a very experienced tow-pilot/
club tug master and has logged a total of  3,500 flying hours, nearly 
1,000hrs of  which are on gliders. 

LSA/Microlight aircraft?
Given that technology is King (and there’s a common want 

for modern aircraft), I quizzed John Scott as to his view on new 
GA aircraft or upgrading to the lower-cost, super-modern and 
technically advanced LSA class of  aircraft. John does not at all 
warm to the notion of  a light-weight LSA/GA union. “Due to 
the current financial climate both internally and externally, we’re 
quite happy here. We’ve got our Tomahawk PAD out on long term 
maintenance and replaced by EQX and we’ve recently refurbished 
our Archer.”  John, who has been watching the development of  
LSAs, told me that they’ve looked into modern microlight aircraft 
thoroughly on more than one occasion: “And I’m not convinced 
about their economics and suitability as alternative club training 
aircraft.” John was of  the opinion also that the reliability of  mogas, 
in terms of  quality was at issue and whether or not advertised 
engine TBOs are realistic – not even all Lycoming and Continental 
motors get to their TBO, says John, who considers that a suitable 
replacement, built strong enough to withstand the rigors of  basic 
flight training and not cost an arm and a leg has yet to be built.

Russell Brodie of  Rangitata Island, a life-long proponent of  all 

things recreation aviation and a RANS microlight agent/senior 
instructor/IA/PPL, told me that, in his experience, the commonly 
used four-stroke, four-cylinder LSA engines are very reliable; 
“except for some issues usually because of  the use of  avgas. Show 
me a Lycoming that hasn’t had a cam shaft issue,” said Russell.    

Two-seat LSA categorised aircraft are registered here as Class 2 
microlights and are high-spec, factory-built light weight aircraft of  
advanced technology, especially in terms of  airframe construction 
and, for some high-end models, full glass cockpits. NZCAA has 
approved some LSA types for flight training to a level that meets 
CAA Flight Test Standards for PPL/CPL trainees. 

LSA – yeah, nah!
During my research, the question of  LSA as GA replacement 

club aircraft became quite the talking point although, to be fair, 
I’ve got a bob each way on this one. It’s noted for sure that a LSA/
GA union has its detractors and supporters. I guess the take-home 
message is that it’s whatever you think at your place. But I will say 

South Canterbury Aero Club’s Piper Tomahawk

Marlborough Aero Club’s Dynamic WT9
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that I’ve viewed several ostensibly impartial pilot and/or LSA-
type evaluation reports from the USA, New Zealand and Australia 
covering LSAs flown in a GA training setting, and every report was 
approving of  the switch. 

The comparatively busy Marlborough Aero Club (formed in 
1928) operate a rather contrasting five-ship formation made up of  
an LSA/microlight, Tomahawk, Super Cub, Cessna Skyhawk and a 
tail-dragging ’172. MAC has the appropriate bragging rights as the 
first aero club in NZ to have its own trainer (a Gipsy Moth ex-UK) 
in 1929 and, in the same year, MAC was the first local aero club to 
stage an air pageant. 

Based at the Omaka Aerodrome, the Marlborough Aero Club 
has operated a couple of  LSA-types for pilot training (and other 
duties) over the years. CFI Sharn Davies says, “We replaced the first 
one in 2011 with a second-hand, high performance LSA Dynamic 
WT9, which we’ve registered as a microlight – and it’s used for 
towing gliders in the weekends.”  

Sharn has done his homework on the LSA/GA-trainer as a 
replacement aircraft or club fleet-builder and says that the type’s 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness, as essential elements of  choice, of  
purchasing an LSA-class of  aircraft as compared to the likes of  a 
revamped $40k  second-hand Tomahawk are not convincing to him. 
“Costings-wise,” said Sharn, “when accounting for the purchase of  
an LSA/microlight of, say $NZ150k, and the insurance, fuel and 
maintenance, you are probably better off  staying with a standard 
GA trainer if  you need to stay within a tight budget.” 

Sharn also expresses concern about ab-initio training workload 
on the aircraft and says he has to adjust his instructing technique 
between GA aircraft and LSA and microlights to account for 
the generally more lightly built microlight undercarriages. He 
also speaks to complexity saying that “I have found that it takes 
significantly more time for a student to learn how to handle a 
sometimes complex LSA aircraft over a GA aircraft such as the 
Tomahawk.”  

Nonetheless, Sharn Davies feels that modern 2-place microlights 
have a place in an aero club environment. “Having a microlight 
on line for club members is where the use of  microlights excel, as 
compared to an LSA,” said Sharn. “Great for elderly club members 
not having to worry about Class 2 medicals and none of  CAA’s 
unreasonable medical fees.” Sharn sees other microlight benefits in 
cheaper exam costs across the microlight governing organisations 
for an advanced microlight license. He has instructed at two aero 
clubs (formerly SCAC) and he told me, as a general trend, that he’s 
noticed that PPLs are more likely to be flying a friend around in a 
four seat club plane and occasionally or rarely filling the plane up 
for cross-country flights. “In that case, a microlight license is an 
option for those that do not see the need to carry more than one 
passenger.” 

Dargaville Aero Club (DAC) and its members are certainly on 
the side of  Class 2 microlight aircraft – there’s a lot of  rec flying 
going on there and has been so for yonks with the likes of  the 
club’s former two Tecnam P92 Echo’s PKT and EKO, their Fly 
Synthesis Storch ‘S’ microlight (DAQ) and their snazzy, fuel-
injected LSA/microlight Fly Synthesis Texan (TXN) – DAC has 
also owned the Texan TTX, as well as their previous Storches FOS 
and JES. Plus there are various member-owned high performance 
microlights, including gyrocopters in the mix. Interestingly, it is 
noted that DAC’s Murray Foster, who manages the busy recreation 
flying-side of  the club, wrote in the ‘Autumn 2012’ edition of  their 
‘Windsock’ newsletter that the club’s former Storch microlight ZK-
FOS had undergone a ‘rigorous inspection’ of  airframe and engine 

at 1400 hours soon after it was sold – ‘and not a single fault was 
identified,’ wrote Murray. His report went on to say that the Storch’s 
Rotax 912 engine was ‘found to be in exceptional condition and the 
results said it to be comparable to a new engine.’            

Allan Jessop, a long serving DAC clubby and former committee 
member, tells me that probably the 
most cause of  club training incidents/
accidents over the years has been 
the result of  ‘wheel barrowing.’ 
“This problem, Allan said, “probably 
commenced around the time that the 
traditional Piper Cub tail draggers 
were phased out in favour of  the 
ubiquitous Victor Airtourer, which 
became pretty much the standard club 
trainer. Most Airtourers eventually 
suffered wheel barrowing incidents 
during their club lifetime and the 
subsequent serious damage to the 
firewalls eventually made repairs uneconomical and most Victors 
were eventually phased out,” said Allan.

He went on to say that the same problems still exist with the 
new generation microlight trainers. But the main difference now is, 
Allan reckons, that the new stronger and lighter composite materials 
that are increasingly being used means that collateral damage to the 
airframes is far less than that sustained by aluminium airframes, and 
therefore easier and cheaper to repair. “The Dargaville Aero Club 
recognises that much more emphasis has to be placed on landing 
tuition as it is a natural tendency for students to flare the aircraft 

on landing and then fail to keep pulling the stick back as the speed 
falls off,” said Allan. In this situation, Allan told me that the nose 
is allowed to drop and the front wheel contacts the ground first. 
This is an aspect, says Allan, of  the training that our instructors are 
placing a great deal of  emphasis on. 

Having soaked-up the positive 
energy radiating from the various aero 
club insiders I’ve spoken to recently, 
all of  whom were pretty upbeat, 
I’m left in little doubt that the aero 
club ethos is in the right space – and 
the well-entrenched Cessna/Piper 
trainers and tourers will still be in 
play for many years to come. Their 
proponents are as convinced of  their 
worthy role in the training landscape 
as the microlight/LSA convertees are 
of  theirs. The potential for a vigorous 
debate on the matter will likely remain 

present well into the future.  
Outlook? Any non-essential business, and an aero club is a non-

essential ‘business’, trading today will potentially be at the mercy 
of  a topsy-turvy economy – whenever the NZ dollar sneezes, the 
trickle-down effect can quickly impact on recreational spending. 

In the meantime though, always remember it’s not what your 
club can do for you, it’s what you can do for your club.

Prediction? The next new full-blooded aero club GA pilot trainer 
is imminent, and it won’t have the name of  Cessna or Piper on it 
anywhere.        John Nicolson

Dargaville Aero Club’s very well proven Fly Synthesis Storch



Nick Ashley continues his new series focused on 
flying the scenic route - ‘for the fun of it’ as much 
as for just ‘getting there’, this time it’s a scenic 
flight from Ardmore.

HAVING explored a large part of  the 
South Island from the air, spending some 
time based in Auckland brought me new 
possibilities for aerial adventures. My 
aerodrome experience in the South Island 
was limited to either Christchurch, a busy 
international airport supported by an 
excellent Air Traffic Control service, or 
the contrast of  quiet rural fields. Ardmore 
Aerodrome presented me with a new 
challenge, with the combination of  high 
traffic volumes and the absence of  a 
control service putting more emphasis on 
precise flying, a disciplined lookout, and 
accurate radio communication.

Proper planning is essential before 
operating in an unfamiliar environment, 
and at New Zealand’s busiest aerodrome 
you need your eyes outside of  the aircraft 
to ensure separation, not inside fumbling 
around for documents. Being able to ride as 
a back-seat passenger for a couple of  flights 
with AIP documents and a local chart in 
hand was a low-stress and cost-effective 
way to get used to the busy airspace and 
familiarise myself  with the aerodrome 
patterns. 

Aside from relatively heavy traffic, one 
other characteristic of  the Auckland region 
is fickle weather patterns. It’s far more 
changeable than down on the South Island’s 
east coast, due to the lack of  a mountain 
range to shield from prevailing westerlies. 
After days of  patchy rain and cloud, a weak 
high pressure system managed to partially 
clear the skies for a weekend and I seized 

En-route: Coromandel Cruising

En-route
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the opportunity, along with several other 
pilots doing the same.

I reasoned that a morning departure 
would help to avoid a probable traffic 
build-up towards midday, but meant the 
re-join and landing might be in the midst 
of  the busy period. Taxiing past the rows 
of  hangars lining the airfield, I could 
already see a wide variety of  aircraft being 
prepared, from tiny biplanes to a majestic 
DC-3, fast ex-military and aerobatic 
aircraft, and different types of  Cessnas, 
dozens of  the popular aircraft calling the 
airfield their home.

The idea for today’s flight was to cover 
a sector to the north east towards the 
Coromandel Peninsula and simply go 
where the weather conditions were most 
favourable; the forecast was for pockets 
of  benign cumulus cloud scattered about, 
and light winds. The return leg would 
pass by Waiheke Island so I could scope 
out the area and the tricky airstrip before 
returning later with an Instructor to land. 
For now though, it was enough to adapt 
to the airspace, traffic and terrain of  the 
area. I would also be keeping an eye on the 
ocean as a friend promised to repay me in 
share of  his catch if  I could pass on any 
good fishing spots – I didn’t need much 
convincing!

After a westerly take-off  from runway 
21 I traced a loop back towards the usual 
Clevedon departure track. Today’s course 
started off  by via the Waiheke Channel 
before crossing the Hauraki Gulf  towards 
Colville on the Coromandel Peninsula. 
Auckland is known as the ‘City of  Sails’ 
for a good reason, and hardly surprising 
given the amazing expanse of  waterways, 
islands, and coves to explore. Furthermore, 

contributed by Nick Ashley
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the sheltering effects of  the aptly-named Little and Great Barrier 
Islands, and the Coromandel Peninsula, means that the waters 
within the Hauraki Gulf  and Firth of  Thames can be amazingly 
calm, - and today was a perfect example. There were already several 
boats cutting white streaks into the still water as their owners sped 
off  to enjoy Auckland’s vast aquatic playground.

Being a bit cautious of  the amount of  water around, which isn’t 
usually a consideration in the South Island, I thought it best to 
gain some extra altitude for the cruise across to the Coromandel 
Peninsula. The low saddle between Colville and Waikawau was then 
the perfect passage through to the open sea beyond. On the eastern 
side the emerald-hued coast was edged with a line of  white surf. 
Unfortunately, the air seemed to be a little more unsettled here too, 
with larger clumps of  cumulus hanging around Great Barrier Island 
to the north and the Mercury Islands to the south. Cuvier Island 
was straight ahead and free of  cloud, so it made sense to check out 
this tiny wildlife sanctuary jutting out of  the ocean.

Nearing the southern tip of  the island, what looked like a patch 
of  ripples on the water caught my eye, and I initially thought 
that a squall was passing through. Then it became clear that the 
disturbance was actually a school of  fish near the surface. By the 
time I managed to shed some altitude and manoeuvre to take a 
closer look the fish had dispersed, but I dutifully jotted the location 
down on a chart. Hopefully it would turn out to be a good spot for 
my friend to return to later on.

With the Cumulus hanging about to the north and south, I opted 
for a return towards Ardmore via Port Jackson on the northern tip 
of  the Coromandel Peninsula. Edging past the cloud surrounding 
Great Barrier Island led me to calmer waters of  the Gulf, and a 
clear run to Waiheke Island. There were only two other aircraft on 
frequency which had otherwise been mostly silent, both heading 
north via Whangaparaoa and well clear of  my track.

My last waypoint for the day was Waiheke Island, an escape from 
but also a suburb of  Auckland City. Being only a 14 nautical mile 
straight-line hop across from Ardmore, it’s quite a cost-effective 
destination especially given the price of  ferry tickets. However, 
the aerodrome’s angled base leg, vulnerability to turbulence and 
windshear, and a short, sloping grass runway make for a challenging 
destination. The sleepy island was basking in sunlight and I carefully 
avoided the noise abatement zones to preserve the calm of  the 
latte drinkers below. As the airstrip came into view its slope was 
apparent. To an untrained eye there wouldn’t be much to distinguish 
the simple grass strip from the surrounding fields.

Medical Examinations at Ardmore.

Renew your CAA medical at Ardmore 
with Dr David Powell at his on-airfield 
location: 125 Kittyhawk Lane Ardmore. 

Book directly with David: 021 747 427 
or david@flyingmedicine.com

Medicals also available in Gisborne by appointment.  
CASA, Canada, UK/Europe medicals can also be arranged. 

aviation medicals
flyingmedicine.com

FAA medicals
now 

available

CAA Part 115 certified

LIVE YOUR DREAM
FLY IN A WARBIRD

EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF FLIGHT 
IN A WWII FIGHTER 

WITH WARBIRD ADVENTURE RIDES
HARVARD  l  P-40 KITTYHAWK  l  SPITFIRE

WWW.WARBIRD.CO.NZ

GIFT

VOUCHERS

AVAILABLE

Hangar 1, Steele Road Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Hamilton Airport Email: paul@centralaero.nz     www.centralaero.nz

Looking east towards the Coromandel Harbour

The Peninsula’s bulk helps tame the Hauraki Gulf.

On the other side, the wild Pacific Ocean.

Drifting cloud shades the settlement at Little Bay.

Nick’s track and image locations.
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En-route: 
Ardmore - Coromandel - Waiheke Is.

Flight time: 1hr 40min

Approximate distance travelled: 120nm

Suggested charts:  B1, C3, D1

Significant radio frequencies: 
Ardmore UNICOM 118.1, AWIB 121.0
Drury Glider field 134.45
Waiheke & Gulf  CFZ 120.4
Peninsula CFZ & Aerodromes 124.5
Great Barrier MBZ 124.4
FISCOM 125.5, 118.5

Traffic/airspace: 
Potential for heavy traffic at Ardmore. 
Commercial flights are fairly common in 
the Hauraki Gulf  area. Complex airspace 
including control zones to the west for 
Auckland and Whenuapai airports.

Terrain: 
Hills and bush over the CX Ranges and 
significant flight time over water.

Weather: 
WX around the ranges can change quickly. 
Apply normal mountain flying cautions.

Aerodromes: 
You’re spoiled for choice and could easily 
spend a day airfield hopping for fun. 
Waiheke, Coromandel, Pauanui, 
Whitianga, Matarangi, Great Barrier, 
North Shore, Whenuapai. Several 
aerodromes in the area are challenging 
and may not be suitable for all aircraft 
types and conditions. Several have special 
conditions for use in AIP Vol 4. Check 
NOTAMS for temporary restrictions or 
closures.

En-route
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The Joy of Wave Flying
IN November 1964 at Masterton, while competing at the second 
National Gliding Championships, John Day flew to 30,000 feet in 
a wood and fabric Ka6 glider. He was wearing second-hand heavy 
winter clothing and breathing 100% oxygen from an instillation 
that wasn’t a standard fitting in gliders at the time. His flight wasn’t 
a record breaking flight; it wasn’t even a competition flight because 
the day was called off  after he launched, but what it was, was a 
flight that was recorded. John wrote down the description of  his 
flight and the feelings of  fear and pleasure it elicited, so that fifty 
plus years later aviation enthusiasts can read what happened and 
appreciate the effort and joy of  his flight.

It had taken John tremendous effort through turbulent air to 
get to 30,000 feet and he really only persevered because there was  
nowhere he could have safely landed during the time he was low. 
He had little understanding of  the weather phenomenon he found 
himself  in as he was being crashed around in the turbulent air under 
a wave system that had formed over the Tararua Ranges. Writing 
of  the period before he contacted the upward air at the leading 
edge of  the wave he said, “There were no landing sites, not a lot of  
height, nowhere to go and even the clouds were hard to read. What 
a fool. As an instructor I would have grounded anyone who had put 
themselves in a similar position. Don’t do as I do, do as I say.” But 
at last he contacted lift. The following are John’s own words. 

“What I had to learn was how to use the roll cloud. … All I 
had to do was circle in the roll cloud and it would carry me up to 
the lenticular. Or would it? Was the text book correct?” It was and 
John climbed out of  the washing machine of  the roll cloud and into 
smooth rising air which carried him upward.

“The middle of  the North Island was out to my right. Mt. 
Egmont could be identified out in front. Wellington Harbour was 
in place. The cloud in Cook Strait restricted the view of  the South 
Island. It was an unforgettable experience. My 35mm camera did 
not work at that temperature and my breath was freezing on the 
canopy. Being able to move around with the light pressure of  one 
finger on the control column added another dimension. Some 
aerobatics at that height would have been yet another thrill but 
I was not sure how the kinetic energy numbers worked at that 
altitude so it was not worth the risk.”

John did not stay at 30,000 feet for long. He was using a lot of  
oxygen and it was very cold so he started his descent, stopping and 
holding at around 15,000 feet for a play and to enjoy being so high.

“For me, flying above 10,000 feet in standing wave is like being 
in a different world. It is like being able to soar like an albatross, 
using the wind fully, confident that it will support you. To fly along 
the leading edge of  a lenticular cloud which locates the cap of  a 
standing wave is something unique. A smooth stationary lenticular 
cloud is unmoving and inaccessible when seen from the valley floor 
all day but in a glider I can go up and ‘shake hands’ with it.

Up close I can see that the wind is constantly moving through 
the cloud, providing fresh drops of  condensation and then shaping 
them in a standard template. It is alive and breathing. Watching 
new drops of  water constantly condensing to form fresh cloud 
is fascinating. Especially since, from a distance, the cloud appears 
to be stationary. New wisps of  lenticular cloud were continuously 
forming out of  clear air and drifting away. So quickly, smoothly and 
consistently.  

If  my glider left a small trail of  turbulence in the cloud this 

contributed by Jill McCaw

disturbance would soon be wiped clean by the calm air flow 
blowing through the wave. I had the freedom to roam around 
looking at it from different angles using just the gentle pressure of  
one or two fingers on the controls.    

I still spent over 1.5 hours playing in the wave. It was like a new 
romance, a new love that has to be experienced and cannot be 
described. I was reluctant to leave the freedom of  movement, the 
unique feeling of  flying like a bird, a world away above the earth.

Eventually I was forced into a dramatic departure from my 
new life, descending from 20,000 feet using full airbrakes. It was a 
reluctant departure.

A pause at 8,000 feet for housekeeping was necessary. Life below 
10,000 feet is quite different. I spent a few minutes to get the glider 
and myself  in order. I was no longer a bird.

The mixture of  peace, excitement and wonder I felt, the minute-
by-minute living through a new experience is one that will probably 
never be repeated. It was a privilege known by so few. How many 
people have admired the North West Wave clouds and considered 
them out of  reach? How many people have never seen a North 
West Wave cloud? How many pilots are frightened of  the North 
West Wave cloud?”

If  you too would like to learn to soar the North West Wave, a 
system that is often present in many parts of  NZ, check out the 
Gliding New Zealand website to find your local club.

Lenticular cloud. Google it to see numerous stunning images.

Having completed my Waiheke 
familiarisation flight, the most challenging 
part was quickly arriving, and as I changed 
over from the peaceful gulf  frequency 
to Ardmore, the radio came alive with a 
constant stream of  position reports. One 
aircraft was inbound from the city, with 
another approaching from the south-east 
‘Waterworks’ reporting point, and several 
more already established in the circuit. This 
traffic volume, and my relative inexperience 
at Ardmore, definitely called for a standard 
overhead join. It looked like the aircraft at 
Waterworks was either slow or had called 
early, and so I made it in first to begin the 
descent into the circuit pattern as number 
three in the order.

It was a sudden change of  pace to 
meandering around the Coromandel, 
and I was a little uncomfortable with my 
proximity to what would soon be six other 
aircraft in the circuit. Apart from the 
diverse aircraft types with varying speeds, 
each pilot can have a slightly different idea 
of  how to fly a circuit, and so I ended up 
deploying flaps early and ballooning out a 
little onto a wider base to keep my distance 
from a slower two-seater in front. After 
touching down, I wasted no time clearing 
the runway to ensure traffic could keep 
flowing.

It was just as busy on the ground 
too, with a bright red helicopter floating 
around on the other side of  the field and 
a rotary warbird warming up in front of  
a hangar off  to the side. While it is a busy 
and challenging aerodrome, with thorough 
preparation this makes Ardmore an exciting 
and rewarding place to fly, and it’s great to 
be surrounded by a community of  other 
pilots enjoying a shared interest on a sunny 
weekend.Waiheke Airstrip, centre of photo looks a lot 

like a field and can be easy to miss.

A boat cuts through calm water near Waiheke Is.

Waiheke Island’s peaceful Onetangi Bay

Calm clear water around Waiheke’s south coast
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Stall Turns and Hammerheads
NO DOUBT you have heard of  a hammer. You probably have 
one in your shed. Examining the shape of  a claw-hammer, does it 
resemble an aerobatic manoeuvre? 
Apparently, in some parts of  the 
world, yes! In our part of  the world 
– in fact, the whole world outside of  
the USA - we refer to the manoeuvre 
we shall discuss in this article as the 
Stall Turn. 

It would seem that both terms 
don’t really describe the manoeuvre 
too well. For a start, by calling it a 
Stall Turn, you would expect at some 
point in the manoeuvre the aircraft 
would stall - but, if  flown correctly, 
this is not so. And what if  your tool-
box hammer is the ball-peen variety, 
rather than a claw…? 

There are many ways to change 
direction in flight, but the Stall Turn 
would have to be one of  the most 
spectacular. If  level-flight medium 
turns, wing-overs or half-cuban-
eights don’t float your boat, this is 
the manoeuvre for you! Of-course, 
you will need an aerobatic aircraft, 
preferably with a good-sized rudder, 
and a reasonably good-sized engine 
too. If  you are really clever, you can 
do this in flying machines without 
engines, e.g. gliders, but having a 
‘blown’ rudder certainly makes life 
easier. 

There are a few ways the Stall 
Turn can go wrong, which I shall 
describe latter, therefore more-so 
than most aerobatic manoeuvres 
please get some quality instruction in 
a two-seat trainer before attempting 
this yourself. 

The manoeuvre
As with many aerobatic 

manoeuvres, the Stall Turn should be 
a geometrically ‘square’ manoeuvre, 
particularly if  you are flying it in aerobatic competition. When you 
look at the Aresti symbol (the international language of  aerobatics) 
for the Stall Turn you will see the vertical line is just that - vertical. 
This is the same from both directions of  viewing the manoeuvre - 
both the pitch-attitude of  the aircraft (technically the zero-lift axis 
of  the wing) and the yaw-attitude should be at 90 degrees to the 
horizon. You might be thinking “what about the effect of  wind?” 
- any wind must surely affect the flightpath of  the aircraft when 
at any attitude other than straight-and-level (assuming the wind is 
horizontal, which it normally is). In competition flights, the judges 
must ignore the effect of  wind, and consequently flight-path, and 
must only judge the attitude. 

The manoeuvre is commenced from an 
appropriate speed - at least looping speed… maybe 

more - with a wings-
level, balanced ‘pull’ 
to the vertical attitude. 
Keeping in-balance is important 
throughout this initial stage, as any 
yaw will result in the wings not being 
level when the aircraft achieves 
vertical. Likewise, any bank angle 
introduced through the ‘pull’ will 
also result in the wings not being 
level when getting to the vertical. 
Prevention is better than the cure!  

Having an aerobatic sighting 
device out on the wingtip, or even 
marked with tape on the side of  your 
canopy, will give you a good reference 
for determining the accuracy of  
your vertical line. If  you are sitting 
under the wing of  a Cessna Aerobat 
or Citabria, the flat underside of  
the aerofoil will give you a good 
reference - the cambered top surfaces 
of  a low-wing aircraft, such as the 
Robin /Alpha, will require some 
interpolation! The most important 
part is to be looking in the right 
place, at the right time. Commencing 
the pull-up, you should be looking 
over the nose to detect any un-
wanted roll or yaw. Once you can no 
longer see the horizon over the front 
you need to turn you head to the side 
and look at the wingtip to determine 
the vertical attitude of  the aircraft. 
If  you have time, a quick glance out 
both sides is even better, to ascertain 
the relative position of  the horizon 
to each wingtip, before re-tuning your 
reference to just one wingtip.

Ideally, you have pulled a perfect 
1/4 loop to the vertical - in-balance, 
with no roll - and the aircraft is now 
shooting straight up, like an arrow. 

Depending on the speed/power/energy you have available, this 
vertical line may be very long (think  FA/18 Hornet in afterburner) 
or very short (sorry, C152, Robin etc.). Short lines do have some 
benefits - the judges on the ground have less time to view your less-
than-ideal vertical line!

A couple of  things happen on the up-line, which will need 
compensating by the skilled pilot:

1. For a fixed power-setting, any change in airspeed will result 
in a yaw due to the effects of  slip-stream over the fuselage and fin. 
As the speed is rapidly decaying, this effect is quite pronounced - 
you will need to feed in rudder, progressively more as you climb 
and the speed decays, in order to stop the nose yawing off-vertical. 

Going straight up, referencing the wingtip aerobatic sighting device 

contributed by Grant Benns

But don’t look over the nose to judge this - you will only see blue 
sky! You must judge this by keeping the wing tip in the same place 
relative to the horizon from when you first entered the vertical. 
In a Lycoming or Continental powered aircraft, you will need 
progressively more right rudder. Alternatively, don’t think about 
which way the prop turns and instead think ‘keep straight 
with rudder’.

2. The twisting slipstream from the propeller and torque 
of  the engine will create a roll, which will subtly increase as 
the speed decays. Once again, there is no point in looking 
for this roll over the nose, so keep looking out the side at 
the wingtip and keep it stationary using aileron input.

Your first experiences of  flying the stall turn will be an 
assault on the senses, and in particular the strange sensation 
of  deceleration while in the vertical plane - you feel like you 
are light on the back of  your seat, due to the slowing of  the 
aircraft while going vertically up. If  you didn’t complete this 
manoeuvre with rudder at the appropriate time, you would 
be momentarily weightless at the top of  the vertical line, 
before the ensuing tail-slide!

With practice, you will become more aware of  the various 
sensations you experience on the up-line. Sensibly, as the 
speed decays the noise from the airflow decreases, as does 
the effectiveness of  the controls - these are subtle cues for the 
impending need for rudder to commence the 180 degree yaw at the 
top of  the vertical line. 

Now, here we discover the misnomer in the name ‘Stall Turn’ - 
you don’t (or shouldn’t) stall! 

While flying your perfectly vertical up-line, with the wing in the 

zero-lift attitude, your angle-of-attack is… zero. Can a wing stall 
at zero degrees angle-of-attack? No!! By carefully maintaining the 
attitude to achieve zero degrees angle-of-attack before and after the 
yaw at the top, you will not stall the wing, even with zero airspeed in 
the dial. Likewise, you can use the ailerons with impunity, knowing 

they will not affect the stall - there isn’t one! - in order to 
control unwanted roll at the top of  the manoeuvre. Of  
course, if  you have a slight positive or negative AoA as the 
speed approaches zero, that is not so good - so don’t, okay?!    

Every plane has the perfect time and speed in which to 
kick in full rudder to commence the yaw - the more power 
and/or the bigger the rudder, the later you can leave it. 
Dedicated aerobatic planes can literally leave it until almost 
zero airspeed, resulting in a perfect pivot around the vertical 
axis of  the aircraft. With less power and/or rudder authority, 
the rudder will have to go in a little earlier, before the airflow 
over the rudder diminishes to the point of  ineffectiveness. 
The flight manual and plenty of  practice will determine the 
right time and speed. Another often misunderstood point 
here is that you don’t reduce power - you need all the airflow 
over the rudder that you can get. Once again, you are not 
‘stalling’ in the traditional sense.   

With the application of  full rudder, in a powered aircraft, 
we discover an interesting phenomenon -  gyroscopic procession. 
Making that big gyroscope  - the propeller - out the front of  the 
plane yaw at a high rate results in a gyroscopic force acting on the 
crankshaft, and thus the aircraft holding the crankshaft, which is 
90 degrees in the direction of  rotation of  the propeller. In plain-
language, a rapid yaw to the left results in a nose pitch-up moment, 

Left wing low

Up, around 
and down.

Left wing high

Stall Turn
Aresti Symbol
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thus we must simultaneously push the stick forward and use 
the slipstream over the elevator to counteract this - just enough 
forward, but sometimes all the way if  you have a big prop spinning 
fast. 

The other effect of  a rapid yaw rate is the change in relative 
airspeed over each wing. Up till now the left and right wing have 
been traveling at the same speed - 
now approach zero - but with a rapid 
yaw one wing is now going faster 
and the other one slower, or even 
backwards! Differential speed equals 
differential lift, so you can expect a 
roll to develop. We have ailerons to 
help out here, albeit they are not very 
effective at this speed so you might 
need anything up to full-aileron to 
stop the plane rolling on its back. 

So here you are, kicking in full 
rudder (to the left in your Lycoming 
powered plane) and easing the stick 
all the way forward and all the way to 
the right, until such time as you want 
the yaw to stop for your down-hill 
run. Time all of  this just right and the aircraft stays perfectly in the 
vertical axis, at zero degrees AoA, with no unwanted pitch or roll. 
Nice!

Unwinding the crossed-up controls is relatively straight-forward, 
compared to all the hard work on the up-line. Just before the nose 
reaches the vertical down-line, kick full opposite rudder to arrest 
the yaw, then centralise the rudder to maintain a vertical down 
line. Simultaneously, return the stick to the middle and adjust as 
necessary to maintain a vertical down-line (zero lift - zero-degrees 
AoA) with no roll. A quick glance out to your wingtip will confirm 
the attitude, while returning your eyes back over the nose will give 
you a target far below to confirm any roll. With practice, you will 
tell by ‘seat-of-pants’ how good your down line is - anything other 
than vertical will have you either hanging in your straps or sitting in 
your seat. 

The height of  your up-line will most likely determine the time 
you spend on your down-line, but with the power on and speed 
increasing the ground seems to rush up, resulting in a temptation 
to commence the pull out early. Resist the temptation - wait for the 
speed to increase a little before commencing the in-balance, wings-
level ‘pull’ back to straight-and-level. All going well, you should be 
heading in the reciprocal direction to where you started.

Where it can go wrong
1. A Stall Turn should be a very geometrically clean manoeuvre, 

so keeping the wings level and the tail exactly behind the nose is 
critical, especially if  judges are watching.

2. Not putting in enough control deflection as the aircraft slows 
will result in the aircraft wandering off  in its own direction - be the 

pilot, fly the plane! 
3. Any - ANY - angle of  attack 

at the top of  the up-line (positive 
or negative) is likely to result in a 
pitching, rolling departure from what 
you are intending - this could end up 
in a spin, either upright or inverted. 
If  it does, recognise it early and make 
a standard spin recovery. You should 
be very comfortable with spinning 
before starting stall-turns! And you 
should be up high enough when 
starting your practice of  stall turns to 
recover from any unintentional spin. 

4. Delaying the kick of  rudder 
may result in a partial or full tail-slide. 
Good fun, with practice and in the 

right aircraft, but potentially damaging if  the control surfaces get 
banged against the stops due to the reversal of  airflow. If  you sense 
this is about to happen, close the throttle then put both hands on 
the stick and lock it in the central position - do the same with the 
rudders. And wait. When the nose is pointing back down hill, with 
speed increasing, recover.   

A perfectly executed Stall Turn is a sight to behold and very 
satisfying to get right, particularly considering the complexities of  
the aerodynamics as described above. Surprisingly, with the right 
guidance and a bit of  practice they are easy to master - find a plane, 
find an instructor and give it a go.

THE first and only Extra aircraft in New Zealand, the Extra 300L 
operated by XFlight at Parakai, north of  Auckland, has been the 
Advanced-category mount for owner Wayne Ormrod since 2008.   

Hundreds are flying worldwide, with the type being particularly 
popular around their place of  birth Germany, as well as in the USA. 
With most of  the two-seater versions being type-certified, this 
opens the door for passenger joy-ride operations with the type - 
many aerobatic flying schools also operate Extra 300Ls as advanced 
aerobatic trainers.

Developed in 1981 by Walter Extra, a successful German 
aerobat competitor, the first version was a single-seater with a 
wooden wing and a four-cylinder, 230hp engine. In the quest for 
more performance, this was joined by the 260hp Extra 260 in 1987 
and the first two-seat EA300 in 1988. All of  these aircraft were 
mid-wing designs, however access was not easy so the 1992 300hp 
Extra 300S single-seater and 300L two-seater went to a low wing 
design, and all the various Extra models have remained that way 
since. Currently, there is a selection of  single and two-seat models 
available, from a 200hp trainer, several versions of  the 300-315hp 
two-seater, and the ultimate competitive machine - the Extra 
330SC. This last model is regularly on the podium at International 
competitions and came 1st and 2nd at the 2015 World Unlimited 
Aerobatic Championships in France. There were actually seven 
Extra 330SCs in the top 10! 

A truly ‘composite’ plane, the wing is all carbon-fibre, as are the 
tail surfaces. The main fuselage structure is a steel tubular frame, 
covered mainly in composite panels but also with good ol’ fabric 
on the lower rear fuselage. Whilst not the lightest aerobatic plane 
about, it is quite possibly the most sturdy, with normal aerobatic ‘G’ 
limits of  +/-10G. To fly, the aircraft is both solid and nimble - a 
great roll rate combined with excellent control harmonisation and a 
real feeling of  slicing through the air. With the big 300hp 6-cylinder 
Lycoming up front, turning an MT 3-bladed propeller, the sound is 
great from the ground and super-smooth from the cockpit. 

Being somewhat expensive to own and operate, it is unlikely 
there will be another Extra joining ZK-XRA in NZ any time soon, 
but Wayne is happy to take you for a ride in his, and this Extra 300L 
should be a sight at NZAC events for many years to come.     

Footnote: These articles are intended to whet appetites for advanced flying and to offer tips to 
aerobatics beginners. Dual instruction and observance of CAA rules is a must-have - especially for 
safety and also for learning correct techniques and finesse of manoeuvres for the particular aircraft 
you are flying. For more information, enquire about aerobatics instruction at your local aero club or 
go to www.aerobatics.co.nz

Planes of the NZ Aerobatic Club 

Extra 300L

February 23-28  
Flying NZ Nationals

Mid Canterbury Aero Club, Ashburton  

Competition Aerobatics Events Calendar 2016

Aim at a point on the ground.

March 16-19  
NZ Aerobatic Club Nationals
Hood Aerodrome, Masterton

For more details check out the events page at:    www.aerobatics.co.nz  

Hangar 1, Steele Road Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Hamilton Airport Email: paul@centralaero.nz     www.centralaero.nz
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contributed by Jill McCaw

An Interview with 
Paul McSweeny

Director, Pioneer Aero Limited

OUR Interesting Person in Aviation 
this issue is Paul McSweeny, Director of  
Pioneer Aero Ltd., the Warbird restoration 
experts based at Ardmore in Auckland.

Hi Paul, thanks for talking with us. Run us 
through the background of Pioneer Aero.

We’re solely about restoration and 
maintenance of  ex-military and historical 
aircraft. The company was started in 1992 
(called Pacific Aircraft) with the intention 
of  restoring the Curtiss P-40 series of  
aircraft. One was done as a static display 
for MOTAT while Ray Hanna’s P-40E 
NZ3009 was being restored to flying 
condition. Other P-40 variants were worked 
on and in 1997 Garth Hogan took over 
the assets and the staff  and Pioneer Aero 
Restorations Ltd started up.

P-40 Kittyhawks were our bread and 
butter then but we were getting pigeon-
holed. We’ve broken out of  that now and 
have an impressive range of  aircraft we’ve 
restored and serviced through the years. I 
joined the company in 2001. Garth took 
me on to manage the business for him 
and to aid him in giving it some structure, 
ultimately culminating in us becoming CAA 
Part 145 accredited. In 2009 Steve Cox and 
I took the business over. 

What is your background Paul? How do you 
come to be restoring Warbirds?

I went straight from school to the Air 
Force, joining as an Airman Cadet in 1976. 

I was going to be an airframe mechanic 
but by the time I got to school, that course 
had been combined with aircraft engines 
so I got to do it all. I was in the Air Force 
on and off  for 24 years and left at the end 
of  2001, at my request. I was getting old 
and cynical and I didn’t like the way the 
Air Force was going so I took voluntary 
redundancy and came up to Auckland to 
Pioneer Aero.

Before I left, the Air Force was involved 
with the Avro 626 restoration which is 
now resident in the Air Force Museum in 
Wigram. I also worked on the RNZAF 
Historic Flight when they were based 
in Ohakea and I spent four and a half  
years in the skin bay. All of  that was good 
grounding for repairs and structuring bits 
out of  aluminium and generally for working 
on Warbirds. In the Air Force I worked on 
everything from Tiger Moths to Skyhawks 
and Orions.

What have you got in the workshop at the 
moment?

We’ve got two P-40s and a P-39 
Airacobra which is ex-Soviet Airforce that 
we’re doing up for Jerry Yagen. It arrived 
here less than airworthy and it is our prime 
focus at the moment. When these are 
finished we’re really fortunate to have a 
selection of  others to work on. There is a 
Kingfisher project coming up for Kermit 
Weeks which will involve creating frames, 
winglets and rudder fins. It is even less 

Contact Tim
09 423 9494 

www.sportsaircraftnz.com 

CTLS

Now with short delivery times from the new 
manufacturing facility of AeroJones Aviation. 

Sports Aircraft NZ Ltd is the authorised 
distributor for the complete range of 

Flight Design ready to fly aircraft. 

Call 0800 777 202

 Electronic Data Capture for Pilots
 View Daily Flight Records in PDF
 Collates Data with one touch sync to 
 Office Database
 Reporting – Pilot Flight & Duty, 
 Productivity, Flight Time, CAA Statistics
 Risk Management
 Minimises Data Entry Errors
 Export Invoices to 
 Xero/MYOB
 All Company, 
 Flying, Industry 
 information carried
  in one place
 Easy to use

Simplify your 
Daily Flight Recording

www.blackboxng.com

FLIGHT   TRAINING

More safety.  More utility.  More fun !

Christchurch Helicopters introduces revolutionary 
safety standards with the new Guimbal Cabri G2. 

Train with New Zealand’s most experienced Cabri operators. 

Limited student numbers ensure personalised career training.

Contact us for PPL and CPL training, Type Ratings for 
G2, R22, R44, Night Ratings and Instructor Ratings.

Christchurch International Airport
Contact Rob:   P: 03 359 6891   M: 027 316 8444  

0800 FLY HELI (0800 359435)   E:  info@pacificaircraft.co.nz

www.ChristchurchHelicopters.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH 
HELICOPTERS

complete than the P39. Everything will 
need to be treated, painted and riveted 
together. Coming up sometime in the New 
Year we’ve got something really exciting, a 
Kawasaki Ki-61. 

The amount of  work we have at the 
moment is nearly unbelievable. It’s all due 
to what we’ve done in the past; that and 
perseverance. We’ve been rewarded for 
staying open.

That’s right, you had a rough time due to losing 
the Tempest project after Eric Hertz’ death.

Yeah, that was really hard. We’d taken 
on more staff  in preparation for that job. 
It was all go, but then when Eric died it all 
stopped and the aircraft was eventually sold 
overseas. Steve and I made the decision 
to hold on to our staff. We were rewarded 
for that with a great and loyal team. When 
things are tough you certainly learn who is 
with you and who is not. Steve and I make 
a great team with complimentary skills 
and that helped us pull through. The other 
thing is that we really enjoy what we do. 
The day it becomes just another job is the 
day I quit.

Tell me more about the Kawasaki aircraft. 
Obviously it’s Japanese. I’ve never heard of it.

The Kawasaki Ki-61 was a WWII fighter 
aircraft with a copy of  a Daimler Benz 
liquid cooled engine. The Allies called it the 
“Tony” because when they first saw it they 
thought it was Italian. It was sleek looking 
and fast but had reliability problems. It’s 
going to be quite a challenge as there is less 
information available on Japanese aircraft. 
After the war they were forced to get rid of  
a lot of  information on their technology. It 
also seems to be part of  their culture; that 
they lost the war so it’s best to forget about 
as much of  that as possible. I also think 
they’re not actually allowed to fly warbirds 
in Japan. That makes it really hard to get 
contacts in Japan, and there’s the whole 
language thing as well. 

There could actually be quite a good 
business for someone to warehouse 
Japanese warbird aircraft in NZ or 
Australia, for Japanese owners to fly.

You obviously enjoy your work very much, but 
what do you do for fun on your time off? 

When we first came to Auckland my 

Ardmore based P-40 Kittyhawk with guns firing (blanks) at Wanaka

wife and I wanted to enjoy the things that 
made Auckland special and we got into 
kayaking. Though since we took over the 
company there hasn’t been a lot of  time 
free, but I do think it is really important not 
be 100% immersed in one thing. 

Strangely, from a personal perspective, 
I have absolutely no interest in General 
Aviation. If  I go to airshows it is always 
for the military aspect. I guess part of  that 
is due to spending so long in the military, 
but I’m really not interested in any civil 
aircraft built after 1950. However I have 
been to Oshkosh as it does have a large 
military component and I’m planning to 
go again next year as part of  a family trip 
that will involve a visit to the Smithsonian 
and driving down to the Military Aviation 
Museum in Virginia.

Thanks for talking to us Paul. We look forward to 
seeing the next project fly.

Footnote: Pioneer Aero are currently on the move 
(into the hangar next door). The new premises 
will provide much needed additional space as 
well as an in-house painting facility. 

Paul McSweeny

Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore

Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore

Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
or VHF 133.1 MHz

Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188

Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz



THE biennial Warbirds Over Wanaka airshow has become an 
international brand that many airshow organisers would give much 
to emulate. The Easter 2016 event is shaping up to be a great show 
with numerous international participants already confirmed.

Also confirmed are free passes for KiwiFlyer to give to our 
readers. We have several 
Sunday family passes 
and Sunday adult 
silver passes to hand 
out over the next few 
months. We’ll draw 
some at the end of  
December, January, and 
February. All you need 
to do is indicate your 
preference for a family 
pass or single adult 
silver pass, plus tell us 
about anything new or 
different you’d like to 
see in the magazine. 
Send an email to 
michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz 
or phone 09 279 9924. 

C-17 Globemaster 
Flying Display

The United States Air 
Force has confirmed it 
will be part of  the flying 
display at Warbirds Over Wanaka for the first time in the 28 year 
history of  the event with the attendance of  the Pacific Air Forces 
C-17 Globemaster III Demonstration Team. 

The C-17 has a 52m wingspan, 10390 km range and MAUW of  
128100 kg, and has been suggested as a possible replacement for 
the RNZAF’s Hercules C-130s.

Me-109 versus Spitfire 
WOW 2016 visitors will see an Me-109 engage with a Spitfire in 

a mock battle. The Me-109 was the most produced fighter aircraft 
of  all time with some 33,000 built. It was usually fitted with the DB 
601A German engine produced 1036 hp at 5250 feet, however the 
Spitifire’s Merlin engine produced 1310 hp at 9000 feet.

The Merlin III engine had helped give Allied pilots an advantage 
in both top speed and climb rate, with its performance also 
enhanced by the use of  higher octane fuel the Allies had access to. 
The Spitfire also enjoyed a tighter turning radius of  696 feet taking 
19 seconds, compared to 885 feet in 25 seconds for the Me-109.

F/Lt Al Deere (NZ), with No. 54 Squadron during the Battle 
of  Britain, commented: “My experience over Dunkirk had taught 
me that when attacked the best counter was to go into a right 
turn. In this manoeuvre, the Spitfire was infinitely superior to 
the Messerschmitt, and so long as one remained in the turn, the 
enemy pilot could not bring his guns to bear. And this I did, as the 
German pilot flashed past, turning as he did so to get behind me. 
But it was I who finished astern of  him. The rest was easy.”
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Plan now for Warbirds Over Wanaka
25th, 26th, 27th, 28th March 2016

Aviation Events

Jurgis Kairys and Rob Fry
Two-time World Aerobatic Champion, Jurgis Kairys from 

Lithuania, will team up with Auckland-based Rob Fry to perform 
together at Wanaka for the first time since 2008.

Jurgis is a crowd favourite at Wanaka, having stunned past 
visitors with his solo 
performances in Rob 
Fry’s Sukhoi-Su29. 
Known for performing 
displays described as 
‘controlled mayhem’ 
Jurgis is bringing his 
own aircraft to Wanaka 
for the 2016 airshow. 

Visitor Participation
Skydive Wanaka 

are offering 10 visitors 
the opportunity to 
be part of  a tandem 
skydiving display during 
the airshow. Warbirds 
Over Wanaka General 
Manager Ed Taylor 
says Skydive Wanaka 
“jumped at the idea” 
when it was suggested. 
“Doing a skydive is 
one of  those bucket 
list things for many 

people, but doing it in front of  tens of  thousands of  people at an 
international airshow takes it to a whole new level and will give 
them bragging rights for a long time,” says Ed.

More of the latest news from WOW HQ
NZ’s favourite WWII Aircraft will be present – Corsair, 

Kittyhawk (with guns firing), Mustang, Grumman Avenger. The 
Avro Anson will be dropping bombs. Expect new routines from 
the Display Teams – Yak 52s and Harvard Roaring Forties. Two 
Strikemasters will display. Amphibian Aircraft (Catalina and others) 
will be landing on the lake on Friday afternoon 25th March at 
4.30pm and displaying at the Airshow. NASA are returning to 
Wanaka and will be providing a ground display and talks (they also 
intend to launch a weather balloon on April 1st). There will be a 
Martin Jetpack flying display (the first public display in NZ). A 
STOL Landing Competition will take place for Sport Aircraft with 
air and ground displays.Gliders will display, and at least two DC-3s 
will be present. The International Jet Racing challenge will return... 
and the Americans are determined to take the trophy back to the 
USA – expect Vampires, L29s, L39s. Expect the usual RNZAF 
displays and a RAAF Hawk Jet performance. And TBC, the French 
Airforce with CASA.

For more information
Visit www.warbirdsoverwanaka.com for full show details and 
ticketing. Pilatus Titanium passes have sold out already. Gold, Silver 
and General admission passes are left but are selling strongly.

Clockwise from top: A USAF C-17 will be part of the flying display. 2. Jugis Kairys returns. 
3. Ten visitors will get to skydive into the show. 4. An Me-109 will battle with a Spitfire.

KiwiFlyer Event Guide
3rd Sunday of each month to May
Turangi Aero Club BBQ 
Weather permitting from around 1100. BBQ & 
drink $10. No landing fees. 
Contact Alan Turner, xpdxrd@gmail.com

January 1st
Wings Over Woodville 
11th Annual New Year’s Day fly in at “Athbey 
Farm” airstrip Woodville. The Worlds first 
New Years aviation event. Midday $10 lunch. 
Contact Colin MacMillan 063287882 – 
0274515817 e: macmillan@inspire.net.nz

January 2nd
Pauanui & Whitianga Combined Fly-in
BBQ fly-in lunch at Pauanui (rain day Sunday). 
Serious food with ham off the bone, real beef 
sausages and chicken plus apple crumble or 
plums in brandy, cloves & cinnamon.  All with 
whipped cream, tea and coffee. Koha only 
$10 and landing fee only $5. In conjunction 
with MBAC and NZ Warbirds event. Have a 
Fly Coromandel day. DO BOTH! 
Contact Trevor: 029 847 8478  
email: trevor@allseasonsair.co.nz

January 2nd
Mercury Bay Aero Club and NZ 
Warbirds Fly-in & Rides Day. At 
Whitianga airfield. Departure Lounge Cafe 
open. No landing fees on the day. Assortment 
of vintage and warbird aircraft available 
for rides. Info and bookings for rides: www.
nzwarbirds.org.nz  More information from 
www.mbac.co.nz 

January 7th - 22nd
50th Walsh Memorial Scout Flying School
Annual two-week flying school for Scouts and 
other young people at Matamata Airfield. For 
more information visit www.scouts.org.nz/
walsh, email walsh@scouts.org.nz or phone 
David Jupp on 021 476 676.  50th Reunion 
Day Saturday16th.  For more info visit 
www.walsh50.co.nz

January 23rd
Classics of the Sky – Spitfire at Sunset: 
A “mini-airshow” at Tauranga City Airport. 
A “family picnic type event” with air displays 
starting late afternoon and continuing until 
evening. Static and flying displays, food stalls 
and children’s entertainment. Also including the 
Mount Truck Show. www.tcas.co.nz for more 
information.  

January 30th - 31st
NZ Autogyro Association Fly-in & AGM
At Dannevirke. A casual gathering of 
enthusiasts, any of whom will be happy to 
introduce visitors to the fastest growing sector 
of recreational aviation. www.autogyro.org.nz

February 17th - 21st 
Aero Deco Napier
Growing aviation component of famous Art 
Deco Weekend. Contact Murray Bond Ph: 06 
835 1423 021 0285 3321 
E: murraybond@nowmail.co.nz

February 19th - 21st
SAA SportAvex Fly-in
At Bridge Pa, Hastings. www.saa.org.nz

February 20th - 21st
Mandeville Annual Fly-In & Open Day
At Mandeville Airfield, Gore. Details to follow.

February 23-28
Flying NZ Nationals
Mid Canterbury Aero Club, Ashburton. 
More info at  www.flyingnz.co.nz

March 16-19
NZ Aerobatic Club National Champs  
Hood Aerodrome Masterton: aerobatics.co.nz



ZK-PBR   
Cirrus Design SR22

THE Cirrus SR22 has been voted the 
most popular GA aircraft sold in America 
and Peter Burson of  Papakura knows why 
having imported one from St. Louis in the 
United States. Peter says he liked the safety 
aspect of  the plane (with built-in Cirrus 
Airframe Parachute), plus the fact the 
SR22 is really great to fly, quiet with plenty 
of  power and a roomy four seater. The 
Cirrus SR22 is designed and built by Cirrus 
Aircraft of  Duluth, Minnesota powered 
with a Continental IO-550-N 310 HP 
engine and will cruise at 165-175kts using 
under 50 litres per hour.

Peter’s good friend John Crawford and 
his wife Trish, who had just finished motor 
racing in the States, offered to check over 
the aircraft and if  happy would then fly 
it from St. Louis to California where the 
aircraft would be fitted with ferry tanks and 
be flown to New Zealand. John said the 
cross country trip was amazing taking them 
though Monument Valley - and his wife 
Trish who he describes as a nervous flyer 
had an absolute ball. John said the Cirrus 
was a pleasure to fly, particularly as with 
its Garmin cockpit system he could select 

auto-pilot and enjoy the views. He said it’s 
the closest GA aircraft there is to an airline 
flying experience.

Once the aircraft was in California and 
had the extra fuel tanks fitted it was picked 
up by the ferry pilot and flown to New 
Zealand via Honolulu, American Samoa 
and Fiji, the longest leg being 14 hours. 
The aircraft is currently at John’s place in 
Canterbury but he will soon be flying it via 
Nelson back up to Ardmore for Peter to 
enjoy.

ZK-VKG 
Zenair STOL CH750

LIKE the original CH701, the CH750 
was developed as an “off-airport” short 
take-off  and landing kit aircraft to fulfil 
the requirements of  both sport pilots and 
first-time builders. Designer Chris Heintz 
intended to combine the features and 
advantages of  a so-called ‘real’ airplane with 
the short-field capabilities of  ‘ultralight’ 
aircraft. The aircraft features fixed leading-
edge slats for high lift, full-span flaperons 
(both ailerons and flaps), an all-flying 
rudder, and durable all-metal construction. 

Recently imported by Deane Philip of  
Canterbury, who is the NZ Zenair agent, 
ZK-VKG is the third of  its type for NZ 

and has been on-sold to an aviator in 
Wanganui. The 750 is slightly larger and 
heavier than the 701 and has a higher cruise 
speed of  80 kts (compared to 60kts). It 
is powered with a Honda based Viking 
110hp engine manufactured by Viking in 
Edgewater Florida which is liquid cooled, 
fuel injected and has a electronic engine 
management system. The large cockpit 
offers side-by-side seating and a new raised 
skylight which provides excellent all-round 
visibility.

ZK-YMU 
Rans S-6ES Coyote II

Jeremy Talbot of  Temuka has been 
importing machinery for quite a few years 
so acquiring this Rans S6 was a straight 
forward exercise for him. Jeremy set out 
to find a replacement training plane for 
the local club and says he decided to look 
overseas as prices were less than in NZ. He 
located this Rans S6 in Devon in the UK. 

Manufactured in kit form by Rans Inc. 
in the USA, the Rans S-6 Coyote II is often 
Rotax powered, however ZK-YMU runs a 
Verner MK 113 two-cylinder, horizontally 
opposed, four stroke air-cooled aircraft 
engine designed and built in the Czech 
Republic by Verner Motor of  Šumperk, 

ZK Register Review Profiles provided courtesy of Hawker Pacific
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contributed by Penny Belworthy ARRIVALS - September / October 2015  
CKL Aeroprakt A-22LS Mr S J Williams  Auckland  Microlight Class 2
DVS Vans RV 7 Mr D L Voelkerling  Kamo  Amateur Built Plane
GCW Schleicher ASW 27-18E Mr T R Newfield  Christchurch  Glider
GHG Schleicher ASH 31 Mi Mr S J Gault  Drury  Glider
GSI Stemme S 10-V Mr D M Craill  Blenheim  Power Glider
GUC Schleicher ASW 27-18E Mr K M Essex  Omarama  Glider
GZV Schleicher ASH 31 Mi Mr M J Philpott  Christchurch  Glider
HBH Agusta A109S Heletranz Limited  Auckland  Helicopter
HLU Guimbal Cabri G2 Christchurch Helicopters 2001 Ltd  Christchurch  Helicopter
HNB Eurocopter AS 350B2 The Helicopter Line Limited  Queenstown  Helicopter
HQE Hughes 369FF Heli-Hire Limited  Rotorua  Helicopter
HWV Innovator Mosquito XE Mr H C Devonish  Christchurch Microlight Class 2
ICR Eurocopter AS 350B2 Mr B J Comerford  Porirua  Helicopter
IDI Eurocopter AS 350B2 Mr B J Comerford  Porirua  Helicopter
IEP Eurocopter AS 350B2 Mr B J Comerford  Porirua  Helicopter
IFH Guimbal Cabri G2 Wanaka Helicopters Limited  Wanaka  Helicopter
IMK Eurocopter AS 350BA Kershaw Aviation Group Ltd  Methven  Helicopter
IZK Eurocopter EC 130 T2 Faram Aviation Group Limited  Hastings  Helicopter
JML Martin Aircraft P12 Martin Aircraft Company Ltd  Christchurch  Microlight Class 1
MFT Beech B200 Skyline Aviation Limited  Napier  Aeroplane
MSF Cessna 208B Milford Sound Flights Limited  Queenstown  Aeroplane
NJC Just Aircraft SuperSTOL Mt Cook Trophy Hunting Limited  Timaru  Microlight Class 2
NZH Boeing 787-9 Air New Zealand Ltd  Auckland  Aeroplane
OXK Airbus A320-232 Air New Zealand Ltd  Auckland  Aeroplane
PBR Cirrus Design SR22 Burson Family Trust  Papakura  Aeroplane
RBB Auto Flight Single Seat Dominator Mr M R Lochner  Auckland  Gyroplane
RCZ AutoGyro Calidus Aerosport Aviation Limited  Cambridge  Gyroplane
RDM AutoGyro MTOsport Aerosport Aviation Limited  Cambridge  Gyroplane
RDY AutoGyro Cavalon Aerosport Aviation Limited  Cambridge  Gyroplane
RGH Tecnam Astore UL Cambridge Bee Products Limited  Cambridge  Microlight Class 2
RJW AutoGyro Europe MT03 eagle Mr R J Wagner  Tauranga  Microlight Class 2
RJZ Cessna 510 Tirohanga Holdings Limited  Wellington  Aeroplane
SLO Zenair CH701 STOL Mr T D Gould  Belfast  Microlight Class 2
TLJ Boeing 737-476 Airwork Flight Operations Limited  Manukau  Aeroplane
UCR Piper PA-18-150 Mr R J Borrius-Broek  Wanaka  Aeroplane
UTV Martin Aircraft P12 Martin Aircraft Company Ltd  Christchurch  Microlight Class 1
VKG Zenair STOL CH750 Mr D A Philip  Kaiapoi  Microlight Class 2
WOW Tecnam P2008 Tecnam Australasia Limited  Papakura  Aeroplane
YMU Rans S-6ES Coyote II Mr J M F Talbot  Temuka  Microlight Class 2

TRANSFERS - September / October 2015
AFT Cessna 182T Mr A F Trubuhovich Auckland  Aeroplane
CJG Bolkow Bo 208 C Junior John Arends And Llewellyn Woods  Pahiatua  Aeroplane
CKF Mooney M20C Mr D F R McMillan  Kaikohe  Aeroplane
CMM Miles M.38 Messenger IIA New Zealand Warbirds Assn Inc  Papakura Aeroplane
DAH Cessna A185E Skydiving Kiwis Limited  Christchurch  Aeroplane
DNG Cessna 206 Skydive Ballistic Blondes Limited  Whangarei  Aeroplane
EAI Raytheon 1900D Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd  South Africa Aeroplane
ECI BA Jetstream Model 3201 Air Freight NZ Ltd  Manukau  Aeroplane
EDH Bolkow Bo 208 C Junior Mr K R Newton  Dunedin  Aeroplane
EIR Piper PA-38-112 Air Hawkes Bay Limited  Hastings  Aeroplane
ELC Cessna A152 Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
ENZ Piper PA-32-260 Mr G F Kurte  Waitakere  Aeroplane
EOF Cessna 172N Mr E E Dickie  Waverley  Aeroplane
ETT Cessna 172P Mr P S Beardsell  United Kingdom Aeroplane
FCQ Cessna 152 Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
FIY Diamond DA20-C1 Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
FPH Cessna 152 Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
FTM Cessna 172S Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
GNS Schempp-Hirth Duo Discus Glider Rentals Limited  Omarama  Glider
HAB Hiller-Tri-Plex UH-12B Mr R L Orr  Rangiora  Helicopter
HED Robinson R22 Beta Mr G B Pinkney  Kaikohe  Helicopter
HFH Eurocopter AS 350B2 Glacier Country Helicopters Ltd  Franz Josef Glacier  Helicopter
HGP Hughes 269C Central Helicopters (2014) Limited  Opotiki  Helicopter
HIH Eurocopter AS 350BA Legend Helicopters Limited  Wanaka  Helicopter
HIH Eurocopter AS 350BA Wanaka Helicopters Limited  Wanaka  Helicopter
HJT Bell 206B Mr G R Davidson  Auckland  Helicopter
HMS Bell 206B N S & E N Hinton Limited  Alexandra  Helicopter
HPF Hughes 269C Aurum Helicopters Limited  Cromwell  Helicopter
HRA Hughes 369FF Lakeland Aviation (2006) Limited  Taupo  Helicopter
HSU Robinson R44 II Advanced Flight Limited  Auckland  Helicopter
HTH Robinson R44 II Helisika Agricultural Limited  Manukau  Helicopter
HTP KHI Kawasaki-Hughes 369HS Helicopters East Coast Limited  Havelock North  Helicopter
HTX Bell 206B High Country Helicopters Limited  Riversdale  Helicopter
HUG Eurocopter AS 350BA Garden City Helicopters Limited  Christchurch  Helicopter
HVH Robinson R22 Beta Mr M J Lee  Kumara  Helicopter
HVQ Robinson R44 Campbell Copters Limited  Kerikeri  Helicopter
HXP Bell 206B Vance & Carol Boyd Family Trust  Queenstown  Helicopter
HYF Robinson R44 II Heliflite Charter & Training Limited  Papakura  Helicopter
HYL Bell 206B Central Helicopters (2014) Limited  Opotiki  Helicopter
HZF Schweizer 269C Chittick Air Limited  Napier  Helicopter
IAT Robinson R22 Beta North Shore Helicopter Training Ltd  Albany  Helicopter
IDM Eurocopter AS 350B2 The Helicopter Line Limited  Queenstown  Helicopter
IGO Aerospatiale AS 355 F1 Over The Top Limited  Queenstown  Helicopter
IHX Robinson R44 II Heliflite Charter & Training Limited  Papakura  Helicopter
IJL Robinson R22 Beta Mr R M Cotton  Arrowtown  Helicopter
IOJ Eurocopter AS 350 B3 Helicopters Otago Limited  Mosgiel  Helicopter
IPH Hughes 369D Heli A1 Limited  Otorohanga  Helicopter
IRC Bell 206B Precision Helicopters Limited  Upper Urenui  Helicopter
ISH Canadian Home Rotors Safari Mr W D Ringrose  Whangarei  Amateur Built Heli
IWB Robinson R44 II Central Helicopters (2014) Limited  Opotiki  Helicopter
IWN Eurocopter EC 130 B4 Garden City Helicopters Limited  Christchurch  Helicopter
IWZ Bell 206L-3 Oakes Helicopters Limited  Oamaru  Helicopter
continued over page... 

NEW AIRCRAFT  |  USED AIRCRAFT  |  PARTS & SUPPLIES
Aircraft Sales: Contact Martyn on 09 295 1630, email: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Aircraft Parts and Supplies: Contact Joanne on 09 295 1631, email: joanne.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

A vast array of aircraft spare 
parts, components, supplies, 
avionics and specialist 
equipment for most General 
Aviation, Business Jet and 
Regional Airline Aircraft, is 
maintained in our warehouses 
in Auckland, Sydney, Cairns, 
Beijing, Hong Kong and Singapore.

All your Aircraft Parts and Supplies 
to Keep You Flying

Contact Joanne Griffiths  
P: 09 295 1631 or 027 808 2749
E: joanne.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore.

Aviation’s Trusted Choice w
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Representing the world’s finest brands

www.hawkerpacific.com

Diamond Aircraft

Beechcraft

Bell Helicopter

Beechcraft
Bell Helicopter

Aeromil Pacific
Aeronautical Accessories Inc.
American Hardware
Artex
Australian Avionics
Brackett Aero Filters Corp.
Concorde Battery Corp.
Continental Motors Inc.
Dart Aerospace
David Clark
Garmin
General Electric Lamps
Goodyear Tyres and Tubes
Kelly Aerospace
Lycoming
Mid-Continent Instruments 
Piper 
Purolator-Facet
Rapco Inc.
Sky-Tec Starters
Specialty Tyres of America
Tempest
Whelen Engineering
                                      and much more
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from previous page
JAZ Cessna 172N Mr R J Wagner  Papakura  Aeroplane
JBA Cessna 172N Action Aviation Limited  Rotorua  Aeroplane
KBL Cessna 182T Mr S G McAuley  Timaru  Aeroplane
LAK Partenavia P 68C Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
LDY Cirrus Design SR22 Mr B J Bourdot  Auckland  Aeroplane
LFB Aeroprakt A-22LS Mr D G McMillan  Greymouth  Microlight Class 2
LFT Fairchild SA227-AC Air Chathams Limited  Chatham Islands  Aeroplane
LIW Quad City Challenger II Mr M H Kindon  Alexandra  Microlight Class 2
MDK Cessna 152 Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
NFO Cessna 152 Commercial Pilot Academy Limited  Feilding  Aeroplane
NPM Cessna 172RG Tasman Pacific Aviation Limited  Kumeu  Aeroplane
OFF RANS S-6S Coyote II Mr L J Smith  Picton  Microlight Class 2
PDX Piper PA-32-300 Action Works Limited  Queenstown  Aeroplane
POW Micro Aviation Bantam B22J Mr G P Van der Meulen  Hamilton  Microlight Class 2
RCZ AutoGyro Calidus GoGyro Limited  Nelson  Gyroplane
SEA Aero Gare Sea Hawk Mr K J Mills  Matakana  Amateur Built Plane
SKC Cessna 162 Auckland Aero Club (Inc) Ardmore  Papakura  Aeroplane
SOL Fisher Dakota Hawk Mr M G Farrand  Warkworth  Microlight Class 2
SRG Tecnam P2002 Sierra RG Neil J & Lorna A Ashton Partnership  Hamilton  Microlight Class 2
SSU Aero L-29 Southern Warbirds Limited  Christchurch  Aeroplane
TWL Rans S-6ES Coyote II Mr G G Iles  Murupara  Microlight Class 2
VAU Aero L-29 Southern Warbirds Limited  Christchurch  Aeroplane
WEH Piper PA-28-161 DBS Pharmacy Limited  Great Barrier Island  Aeroplane
XSA North American Harvard 3* Southern Warbirds Limited  Christchurch  Aeroplane
ZZR Cessna T182T Mr P A Hood  Hanmer Springs  Aeroplane

DEPARTURES - September / October 2015
CAA Cessna 172B Mr M R Smith  Ohaupo  Aeroplane W/d 
EAI Raytheon 1900D Mesiglo (PTY) Ltd  South Africa Aeroplane Exp 
FTN Kolb Twinstar Mark-II Mr R H Climpson  Takaka  Microlight C2 W/d 
GFF Schleicher Ka 6CR Benton Partnership  Australia Glider Exp 
HBT Robinson R44 Antlea Helicopters Limited  Te Awamutu  Helicopter Exp 
HDY Bell 412EP HNZ New Zealand Limited  Nelson  Helicopter Exp 
HJW Robinson R22 Beta Helicopter Operations Limited  Tirau  Helicopter Dest 
HNE Agusta AB139 HNZ New Zealand Limited  Nelson  Helicopter Exp 
HZV Robinson R22 Beta North Shore Helicopter Training Ltd  Albany  Helicopter W/d 
IAG Schweizer 269C Cloudy Bay Helicopters Limited  Blenheim  Helicopter Exp 
IID Robinson R44 II Frontier Helicopters Limited  Whakatane  Helicopter Exp 
KNQ Pacific Aerospace 750XL Pacific Aerospace Limited  Hamilton  Aeroplane Exp 
KNR Pacific Aerospace 750XL Pacific Aerospace Limited  Hamilton  Aeroplane Exp 
LYP Britten-Norman BN2A-27 Air Chathams Limited  Chatham Islands  Aeroplane Exp 
NGI Boeing 737-319 Air New Zealand Ltd  Auckland  Aeroplane Exp 
NGJ Boeing 737-319 Air New Zealand Ltd  Auckland  Aeroplane Exp 
VCG Cessna 162 Auckland Aero Club (Inc) Ardmore  Papakura  Aeroplane Dest 

provided courtesy of Hawker Pacific

A ground adjustable Warp Drive prop is 
fitted. This aircraft was owned by its builder 
since 2000 so the history is well known and 
maintenance has been thorough. Jeremy 
says that the S6 is a good first plane as they 
are very versatile with a low landing speed 
and very suitable for grass fields. YMU has 
a useful load of  250kgs and cruises at 85 
mph. Unfortunately the club is not now in 
a financial position to buy this aircraft so it 
is presently for sale.

ZK-HBH 
Agusta A109S Grand

The twin-engined Agusta Westland Grand 
is configured with a VIP cabin that seats 
seven in air conditioned comfort. Single 
pilot IFR capable, the Grand will cruise at 
155 kts. For HBH that will most likely be 
on commuter duties between Auckland and 
Russian billionaire Alexander Abramov’s 
Helena Bay Lodge in the Far North. 

Approaching NZDV by gyro for an Aero Club 
flypast during the annual Gyro Fly-in.

Dannevirke has some lovely old buildings,
the Police Museum shown here.

It’s a road trip to get there but Akitio Beach has 
some interesting shipping history.

Waihi Falls, about 40 min from Dannevirke.
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Places to Go: Dannevirke
Dannevirke is situated east of  the Ruahine 
Range, near the Norsewood Gap, a popular 
place for aircraft crossing the Ruahines. The 
Gap now has an extensive wind farm and 
to cross under Palmerston North airspace 
requires a low level pass over the range. 
Also to be aware of  in this area is a high 
traffic density with transit and student pilots, 
requiring a diligent look out.

It can be a rough ride up or down the east 
coast in a westerly and NZDV, with large 
grass runways and two vectors, 02/20 and 
26/08, is a good place to break the flight. In 
a westerly, runway 26, makes for what looks 
like a simple landing - but be aware of  wind 
shear on approach from any direction. The 
winds here tend to be a lot stronger just 
above the aerodrome and it is not unusual to 
suddenly lose 20 knots close to the ground 
which will make you sit up if  you are not 
expecting it. Unattended 119.10 applies.

The AIP also warns of  blo-karts on the 
weekends - a perfect excuse to drop in! 
Avgas is available via a BP swipe card on the 
NW of  the airfield.

The grass runway and taxiway is often 
lush so taxiing in wind is made easier, back 
to the club. Remember to put your aileron 
into wind. The clubhouse is friendly and has 
a jug for a cuppa, and last time I was there 
a frozen snack in the fridge with an honesty 
box. Items pinned to the walls make for 
comedic reading and the visitor book is also 
a good way to pass the time, with familiar 
names and interesting comments about 
adventures gone by.

Local pilots will come along and say Hi, 
but a handy number is President Vince Payne 
on 021 568 080 if  you need a helping hand. 
Vince explains they are very active and have 
many events including a New Years Day fly 
in on a nearby farm (see the KiwiFlyer Event 
Guide) – a great excuse to stay sensible the 
night before to enjoy some pilot camaraderie. 

If  you’ve decided to stay the night, the 
best way to town is to sort out a pick-up 
when you book your accommodation. There is no taxi service but 
three days a week there is a community driver that can provide 
transport, booked by phoning the Dannevirke i-site on 06 374 4167.

There are several motels and a holiday park in town, which is a 
few km north of  the field. I stayed at the Viking Lodge Motel (06 
374 6669) and they will happily pick you up and drop you off  at the 
field. It was very friendly and clean, catered for groups and an easy 
walk into town.

The town itself  was founded on 15 October 1872 by Danish, 
Norwegian and Swedish settlers, who arrived at the Napier Port 
on tall ships and moved inland. The ‘Dannevirke’ after which 

the town was named, is a large Viking age 
fortification line in Denmark, which had 
a strong symbolic role for 19th century 
Danes, especially after the site had fallen into 
German hands in the German-Danish War 
of  1864 - a recent and very painful event for 
these settlers of  the time.

The settlement quickly earned the 
nickname of  ‘sleeper town’, as the town’s 
purpose was to provide totara sleepers for 
the Napier - Wellington railway line. At one 
stage the area had 50 operating sawmills. 
After the native bush was cleared, the land 
was turned into pasture for grazing animals.

Today the town is the centre of  the 
Tararua District with a population of  6000. 
The name translates to ‘Danish Creation’ and 
the surrounding land that was once native 
bush has become sheep and diary farms. 
which provide much of  the town’s income.

The town has a good selection of  shops 
and restaurants, including ‘The Barrelhouse’ 
which has lovely food (try their prime Angus 
steak) and reasonably priced drinks.

If  you have a loan of  wheels and want 
to go for a drive then one destination is the 
Waihi Falls. These are about 40 minutes  
away, along sealed but winding roads, with 
the last few kilometers unsealed. From the 
carpark and toilets it’s a short walk to the 
waterfall which is pretty impressive for this 
part of  New Zealand. Some people choose 
to swim in the pool at the bottom. Another 
neat drive is out to the coast to visit Akitio 
Beach about an hour away. Ships would 
call in weekly to Akitio mouth and lighters 
would ferry passengers and cargo from 
the freighters. Cargo included fencing wire 
and wool, which would be loaded onto the 
lighters by bullock train. Several ships were 
lost in the bay, one of  which was a 1000 
tonne full rigged ship called the Pleiades, in 
1899. Parts of  her can still been seen at low 
tide from the beach.

Back in town those with an interest in 
museums will find the International Police 
Museum (policemuseum.co.nz). It has a huge 
collection of  police uniforms, memorabilia 

and police vehicles from around the world with displays ranging 
from the Canadian Mounties to the Vietnamese. There is also a Fire 
Brigade Museum which is open Mon to Friday and the Dannevirke 
Museum housed in the 1905 historic Court House, known as the 
‘gallery of  history’ which depicts the arrival and lives of  the Danish 
people and the very interesting history of  the town. It sees many 
Danish folk visiting seeking family connections with the town.

Dannevirke is a friendly place with much to do in the district if  
you have the opportunity to stay for a while.  Ed’s note: It’s also the 
location for the annual NZ Autogyro Association fly-in, held every 
January on Auckand Anniversary weekend.

07 308 4188 or 0800 804 354
info@frontierhelicopters.co.nz
216 Aerodrome Rd, Whakatane
www.frontierhelicopters.co.nz

Train in the latest and safest 
light helicopter, our brand new 
Guimbal Cabri G2.

Train in a rich flying environment, 
with plenty of confined bush and 
mountain work, longlining, and 
night flying all included in our 150 
hour commercial syllabus.

Train in real-time scenarios under 
real operating conditions in real 
helicopter environments.

Training l Charter l Lifting l Hunting l Fishing 
Mustering l Surveying l Filming l Fire Fighting 
Seismic Support l Wild Animal Management    

Post to:  New Zealand Warbirds Association Limited. 
	 Ardmore	Airfield.	
 PDC 14
 Papakura 2244

Phone: (09) 298 9207
Email: NZWarbirds@paradise.net.nz

 www.nzwarbirds.org.nz

NEW ZEALAND WARBIRDS
Join New Zealand’s most colourful aviation fraternity
Membership includes free access to the Visitor Centre and weekly email ‘Ops Orders’ 
newsletter. Associate Membership $105. Full Membership $160.

Name  
Address  
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Advertising Index

For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only 
$35 including GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column 
space at the rate of only $10 including GST per column centimetre. Please 
contact us for commercial advertising rates.

Send your advert details and cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to 
Kiwi Flyer, PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244. 
Alternately, email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz Credit cards or bank transfer payments 
are welcome but can only be accepted by internet payment. Please contact us for 
details by email or phone 09 279 9924.

Classified deadline for the next issue is 3rd February.
Don’t forget to include all of your contact details in your advertisement. 

Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your classified advertisement

Our GP One demonstrator is now for sale to suitable sub-agents. Delightful to fly 
- instructors love it. Copes well with farm strips and turbulent conditions. Economical 
(10 l/hr circuit; 13 l/hr @ 100kt).  Long range.  Roomy cockpit with extra storage for 
multi-day trips. 132 hrs TTAF (2000 hr TBO). Factory warranty. $100k +GST negotiable

Skyleader 
GP One 

Buy this user-friendly 
microlight aircraft

more details on website:

www.skyfreedom.co.nz

Bruce Conway 
NZ Skyleader dealer

bruce@skyfreedom.co.nz 
P:  03 213 0358 
M: 027 577 3111

KiwiFlyer Classifieds reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers.  Next deadline is 3rd February.  Phone 09 279 9924 or email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz 59

Contact Dennis:  P. 09 298 6249  |  M. 0294 923 160  |  E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura. www.DtiAircraftSales.com

Aircraft Export & Import Specialists - 47 Years

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Hangarage and Parking Available at Ardmore

1985 PARTENAVIA P68C   ZK-SMB     
Only 3350 hrs since new. Engines 910 TSO. High 
gross weight. Asking $299,900 +GST if sold in NZ

2011 TECNAM P2006T TWIN   ZK-MTW
575 hrs since new.  Motivated Seller. 
Asking: NZ$475,000 +GST if sold in NZ.

2004 DIAMOND DA-40   ZK-MTZ 
638 hrs since new. Garmin 1000 Avionics. 
Glass Cockpit. Pristine. 4 Seater. Late technology. 
$249,500 GST inclusive if sold in NZ.

1981 CESSNA 182-R   ZK-NML   2,500 hrs TT. SIDs. King 
Avionics. Engine 1,131 TSO. Hangared. $149,500 +GST if sold in NZ.

1973 CESSNA 172M   ZK-DJU   Popular “M” Model. 
Engine on condition. SID’s compliant. 160 HP. $45,000 inc GST if any.

1976 PIPER NAVAJO C   ZK-JGA
8 seats. Crew & cargo doors. Engines 799 and 1490 
to run. Usefull load: 2,248 lbs. Wing locker baggage. 
De-icing. $272,500 +GST if sold in NZ.

1979 CESSNA 172 /180 HP   ZK-EOF   Complete rebuild 
2003. Penyan Superhawk conversion. 2550 lbs MAUW. 
Engine on-condition first life. $65,000 incl. GST (if any).

PAPA 51 THUNDER MUSTANG   ZK-TMG   
Only 450 hrs since new. Spectacular. Inspect at  Ardmore. US$385,000 +GST if sold in NZ

1.25 hrs drive from 
Auckland Airport.

New GJ Gardner home. 
Hangar & stable. 

Large barn. Cattle yards. 
120 acres of grazing 

with some development 
potential. 

Views of Kaipara Harbour. 
$1.8M +GST if any. 

Phone Steve (owner) 
021 457859

Registered Airstrip for Sale
 located on the Kaipara South Head

NEW Robinson R22 Beta II

New Robinson R22 Beta II.   POA. 
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd, 

Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

NEW Robinson R44 Raven I and II

New Robinson R44 Raven I and II.   POA. 
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd, 

Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

4 PAX + Pilot, Cruise Speed 120 kts, 927 lb usable at 
max fuel. Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd, 

Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

NEW Robinson R66 Turbine

4ha section on Residential Air Park, Fernside, Christchurch.  
Unique opportunity for any aviation enthusiast to build their dream 
home & hangar on one of few aviation parks in the South Island.  
Stunning location, river boundary, mountain views & just 25 mins 

from Chch CBD. Trade me #964425445.  Call 021 2641588.

Air Park Section For Sale at FernsideGuimbal Cabri G2

The revolutionary Guimbal Cabri G2 is the safest 
helicopter in its class. There are now 21 on the NZ 

Register. Contact Pacific Aircraft for more information. 
Phone Terry: 03 359 3681 or 027 433 2647

email: terry@pacificaircraft.co.nz   www.cabri.co.nz

1990 R22 Beta. TT 5529 hours. 12 year due 2024. 
2200 hour due 6270 hours. A016-6 Blades. 

Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd, 
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

Robinson R22 Beta

2001 R44 Raven I. TT 2821 hours. 12 year due 2025. 
2200 hour due 4392 hours. Mixed component times.

Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd, 
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

Robinson R44 Raven I
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